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Symphonic 
Choir to Start 
Lengthy Tour 
With Eight Concerts Slated, Sun-
derman's Musical Proteges 
Will Make Six Day Trip 
Starting Thursday 
Music Promoter News Wins All-American in NSP A Contest for 
Its Second Top Honor of 19 3 7 Coin petition 
--.-----------------~-
.....•......•••...............................••••.. 
SENIORS, HAVE YOUR 
PICTURES MADE FOR 
OFFICE FILES NOW 
El's Paper Cr.owns Medalist, All-
Columbian Honors With Rank-
ing National Scholastic Award 
for 17th. First Place 
Women Put Up · 
Five Candidates 
To Head League Graduating seniors are noti.fied that 
photographs for the registrar's files Jrd ALL AMERICAN 
will be taken throughout this and next • 
League to Vote on Esther Wise- week by Don Newell '37, photographer. 
35 GIRLS MAKE TRIP heart, Mary Jane Kelly, Isabel in the reception room. All-American rating, highest given Larimer, Peggy F ellis, Violet As has been the pra!Ctice for the past by the National Scholastic Press as-
--- Podesta After Chapel I several years, four prints will be made sociation, was again won by the Teach-
w.th 'ght scheduled appearances Mr. Lloyd F. Sunderman c 11 N thi 1 ei ' for 20 cents per student, three of thes-e ·ers 0 ege ews s year, according 
th W , s hon1·c Choir di- For the second time in his two years t e omens ymp · , being returned to him. o word received by Mr. Franklyn L. 
t d b Ll d F Sunderman will at Eastern, Mr. Lloyd F. Sunderman is Five candidates have been nominat- And N d . rec e Y oy · ' The camera, which is being borrowed rews, ews a VIser, last Friday 
1 Ch 1 t Thursday Aprl.l 22 taking his songsters on a spring tour ed by petition for the presidency of f th U . ·t eave ares on ' ' from a Pennsylvania firm for two rom e mvers1 Y of Minnesota 
f ·t 1 · t The tour of cities in this section. This time the the Women's League next year, with h or 1 s annua sprmg our. weeks, is expected to arriv-e this week sc ool of journalism contest. 
th. · d' ·d d · t two parts tour is far more extensive, including the election to take place this morning h' IS year IS IVI e m o · As it must go back on time, all sen-- T lS award, following the Medalist 
Th d thr h S t d the group Decatur and Centralia and the Glee after chapel. They are Esther Wise-urs ay oug a ur ay . iors are asked to make .arrangoement.s and All-Columbian won in March at 
ill t 1 t ·t· th f Cha·rles club has been increased in size from heart, Mary Jane Kelly, Isabel Lan- c 1 b' w rave o Cl Ies sou o - for havi'ng tho"·e pictures taken I·mme- o urn Ia, lifts the News' total of first 
28 t 35 A d · thei·r new blue mer, Peggy Fellis and Violet Podesta. v.J ton. Sunday through Tuesday pro- o · rraye m di·ately. places to seventeen in the past seven 
th "Ch " · 1 h d All of those nominated will be either grams will be given in localities to the gowns, e orus grr s ave rna e years. Results from the Illinois Col-
t h ·ts not only vocally but "'I·sually juniors or seniors next year, in con- .................................................. .. nor h and west. I • · legiate Press contest, third and last formity with League rules. 
6-Day ToiiT Climaxes Shorter Trips H. E. Ph r·pps to I Menatyer.ed this year, will be known in Miss Wiseheart '39 is a member of 
The 35 girls, their director, and Ch h U l'-' 
h . UrC men flO U Sigma. Delta and the Players, was an NSPA Is Mo",._ cn·t.·cal c aperon will make the trip m a spec- ~" 
ial 40 passenger bus, chartered out of d C l attendant to the Homecoming Queen Survev Chemistry Re~ar.ded as the m~st critical of all 
Indianapolis, Indiana. This six-day Stu ent one ave last fall, and is now on the League 'J' associatiOns, the NatiOnal Scholastic 
tour is a climax to several one-day Council of Nine. offers the most complete and detailed 
trips already made by the Choir this Group Discussion Centers on Miss Kelly '39 is also a member of Thursday Lecturer Will Empha... critical service and scoring system of 
season. Summer Student Activity the pr·esent League Council, is a mem- size Economics Angle the three associations with which the 
Leaving Charleston Thursday morn- her of the News staff, Sigma Delta and News. is connected. The News scored 
ing, the club will have two auditions in A student conference sponsored by. Home Ec club. "Contributions of Chemistry to Mod- 800 out of a maximum of 1,000 points, 
Fairfield, one in the afternoon and one the Illinois church council was held Miss Larimer '38 has been active in ern Life" will be the subject of Dr. placing highest in department pages 
in the evening. Friday morning's pro- •·n room 6 last Friday afternoon from League .activities .for four years, has Harris E. Phipps, head of the phys- and special features. Special com-
gram will be given at Sal-em High ~ to 5 o'clock under the direction of been a unit president for two years, I ical science department, next Thurs- mendatory notice was given the editor-
School, and the evening's at the First the Reverend' Edgar E. Atherton of and is a m~n;ber of WAA. . day afternoon when he will address ial columns, front and inside page 
Church of Christ in Centralia. Satur- th Methodist church and the Rev-~ Miss Fellls 38 has been president of the cultural stiTvey group. makeups and news values and sources. 
day morning the group will return e d William E. Skadden former P-emberton Hall and a member of "And that's just what I hope to 780 points were necessary for top rank-
home, and leave again Sunday noon for ~:~ern student now Baptist ~inister. W"i.ter's club and Players. do-," said Dr. PhiJjps, referrlng to ing. 
Springfield. An evening appearance Featured speakers on the conference Violet Podesta '39 is a member of his lecture, "show how chemistry has Twice before the News has captured 
is scheduled at the Laurel Methodist program were Miss Elsie Wik, editor the News staff, Sigma Delta, Student affected modern life, particularly its All-American rating. In 1932-33 Paul 
Church in that city. Monday morning and educator, former county superin- Council, and the social activities board. economic side. Of course, you under- Blair guided the paper to these honors 
the Choir will sing at Springfield High tendent of schools in Faulk county, · "' 18T stand th.at most materials we use in and last year Alexander Summers' 
School, and Monday evening at the ' North Dakota, and Mrs. Gloria Diener Math Club Finds modern life were used in ancient times. sheet received the same laudation. 
First Methodist Church in Decatur. Glover, writer and lecturer, former Glass, iron, copper, all were .known. College Papers Improve 
The last appearance on this year's tour associate edjtor of the Internationa1 Champ Cipherers There are comparatively few new ones According to Fred L. Kildow, compe-
will be at Mattoon High School Tues- Journal of Religious Education. like rayon and rubber." tition and standards of critical judge-
day morning, April 27. These meetings are held in differ- Robert Gibson and Oscar Anderson "Chemistry's main contribution has ment have been raised every year 
Director Sings Solos ent districts all over Illinois. Purposes are the new ciphering champions as a been the conversion of those things with increasing interest in the im~ 
Mr. Sunderman himself sings solo of the group discussion are : (1) to result of the contest sponsored last ~nt~ new forms. Fo~ ex:=tmple, ~11 provement of college newspapers. This 
selections in addition to directing the interest students in summer activities Wednesday evening by the Mathemat- md1go was formerly raised m the Or1- . fact makes the award won by the News 
choir. which they can develop in their home ics club. The winners represented the ent. Chemists have been able to syn- 1 even more significant. 
Glee club officers this year are Ruth com~unities; (2) to . g!~e training ~or Industrial Arts club. In the individual thesize indigo in the laboratory much This year's News heads are Walton 
Clapp, president; Dorothy Armes, vice- carrymg ?~ these actiVIties; (3) to give contest, Mar;;r Sue Simmons, high ~~~ap~ than it ~an po~siblyd be raised. Morris and Stanley Elam, co-editors; 
president; Maxine Harrod, secretary; . opportumtles for leaders in l~c~l school sophomore, was easily the IS Iscovery as re ease an area Florence Cottingham associate editor· 
Ruth Foltz, treasurer; Ruth Henry, I tc~urches to stud! how summer actiVI- victor. one-tenth the size of the United States Donald Cavins, busin~ manager, and 
business manager; Dorothy Jean Bruce, Ies may be carried out. Second place in team honors went to for the production of rice, millet, and Glen Cooper, publicity director. Mr. 
---~~:In high school sophomores, Mary Sue the like. You may have read that F a kl Andr d . pianist; Lloyd F. Sunderman, director. famines in Inrlia have been much r n yn ews, a VIser for the past 
Reports from cities where the Cho;.,. PRES. BUZZARD RECOVERS Simmons and Olive Davis. Second seven years, was again the guiding 
.._.. h. h · d' ·d 1 M · · Ad fewer since this discovery, for now has already appeared have been Ig m IVI ua was arJone arns hand. 
favorable. very Dr. R. G. Buzzard was confined to of the eighth grade. $4.50 in prizes nearly two million more acres are rais-
- --EIBTc- -
Bureau Reports Jobs 
For Seven Graduates 
his home during the latter part of last were awarded to these winners. ing food stuff. Thus, you see how a 
week with a severe cold which caused Seven teams and eight indivduals chemical discovery may affect eco-
his absence from duty from Tuesday competed in the contest. The Cipher- nomics." 
----EISTc---
Classes Work Out 
Clothing Exhibit through Friday. He was able to give ing contest is an annual affair and "Chemistry has changed the whole 
dictation to Miss Lola Eberley, his was directed this year by Walter course of our existence. Germany 
private secretary, Saturday, however. Treece of the Math club. would never have entered the war if The clothing classes of the home 
economics department have been work-
ing on general and special demonstra-
tions in clothing and household fur 
nishing projoects during the past week. 
Recent placements reported to Dr. she had not discovered the Haber pro~ 
Walter W. Cook of the Placement bu- cess of conversion of nitrogen from 
reau are : 
Dale B. Harris, rural school (Car-
mack) , Murdock, Ill., Douglas county; 
Isabell Hall, rural school (Bnmswick.>, 
Shelbyville, Ill., Shel:by C'ounty: rona 
U of I Press to Publish Biography of 
L. C. Lord, by Miss Isabel McKinney 
the air into ammonia, from which they 
make e:lq)losives. Had she not made 
this discovery, it would have been im-
possible for her to get sufficient 
nitrates from her only source, Chile. 
It's interesting to think how such a 
discovery has changed the face of the 
Supervised by Dr. V. V . Russell, as-
sisted by Miss Edna Bunte of Singer 
Sewing Machine Co. of Decatur, Ill., 
the demonstrations led progressively 
through the many uses of the regular 
machine attachments, then to special 
attac.hments. Practical suggestions 
were made for the appiication of these 
principles to the construction and 
trimming of garments most freq'~ently 
made at home. Each student finished 
projects which embodied each problem 
of the course. 
Mower, rural sohool (EurekaJ, Olney, The biography of Mr. Lord by Isa;bel his character. One member of the 
Ill., /Richland county; Eileen Kermicle, McKinney will be published by the University Press Committee wrote: 
rural school (Brush College), Dundas, University of illinois, as an honor to "The reading of Miss McKinney's Mr. 
m., Richland county; Dorothy Felkel, Mr. Lord. Since this is legislative year, Lord gripped me and kept me up last 
rural scho01 (Taylor Springs) , Taylor / th-e University Press cannot begin com- night and sent me back to it to finish 
Springs, TIL, Montgomery county; Rhe- position before June. It is expected as soon as I could today." 
1>a Henry, rural school (Wakefield), that the book will be ready for dis- The University will print the book 
}blong, Ill., Jasper county; Alice cruse, tribution hy October 1, and will be on at cost, but the cost of a small edition 
fiome Economics, Biology, C"xeneral sale at Homecoming. However, the is always high. Therefore the com-
5cience, lola high school, lola, Ill. published price will be higher than the mittee here have decided to order- a 
---a:1n pre-publication price offered until Aug- larger edition and aistribute the cost, 
State Lets Science 
Building Contracts 
Contracts were awarded the follow-
ng low-bidding companies last week 
oy the state architect's department 
'or construction of the Science build-
ng to be constructed here: 
General work- H. E. Barglund Co., 
Jhicago, $227,000. 
Electrical work - w. Ray Smith, 
~h!rleston, $25,690. 
Pipe covering- Illinois Roofing and 
nsulation Co., Chicago, $7,100. 
Elevators-Montgomery Elevator Co., 
~oline, $4,068. 
ust 1, 1937. so that the book m ay he offered at a 
The book will be an attractively pre-publication price of three dollars. 
printed and ibouna volume of about The publication price will be $3 .65. Any-
three hundred pages, with a portrait one wishing a copy at the lower price 
of Mr. Lord, and several other pictures is urged to send $3.00 to Miss Ruth 
and plates. The story of his boyhood Carman, Charleston, Illinois. Since 
is told almost in his own words; many the University has no funds for such a 
other parts of ·the narrative were also purpose, it is necessary to collect as 
taken down while he talked. A num- much as possible before June 1, but 
ber. of his best letters, m any high- the pre-publication price will stand un-
lights from chapel talks roecorded ver- til August 1 for those who cannot con-
batim, a list of chapel readings-about veniently spare the three dollars at 
four hundred of them-and many an- once, provided the edition is not ex-
ecdotes contributed by former stu- hausted before that time. The com-
dents and teachers, enrich the story. mittee hope that there will be enough 
H is the story of a man always more for all who wish the .book, but no great 
alive than most men; it is a portrait of surplus '1-J.as been provided. 
map of Europe." 
These are only a few examples of 
the many vital discoveries in chem-
istry which Dr. Phipps, who is 1:;0 
active in this field, will discuss. 
Miss Thomas Attends 
Registrars' Conclave 
Miss Blanche Thomas, registrar, at-
tended the annual convention of the 
American Association of Colleg·iate 
Registrars, held in Kansas City, Mis-
souri, April 13 to 15. There were 281 
d-elegates present, representative of 
colleges from Maine to California. Il-
linois sent 35 delegates. This was the 
laJ'gest representation from any one 
st8Jte. 
---RieTe---
FIDELIS MEETS TONIGHT 
There will be a meeting of Fidelis 
tonight at 7:30 at the house on Har-
rison street. 
---EI STc---
ALUMNUS RECOVERS 
FROM APPENDECTOMY 
Gaorge H. Stiff, formerly of Char-
leston but now of Chicago, is recup-
erating from an appendicitis operation 
performed two weelr..s ago in a Chicago 
hospital. He resides with a sister, Mrs. 
Russell M. Osmon and will probably 
visit here before returning to his posi-
tion in the office of the Union Indus-
trial Sewing Machine company in Chi-
cago. ·Mr. Stiff's many local friends 
will be glad to know that he is doing 
so well a:titer his recent operation. He 
is a member of the Teachers College 
fraternity, ~ Sigma Epsilon. 
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Dr. 0. L. Railsback Lectures 
On 'Physics in Modern Life' 
Friederic~ Koch Peabody College's Hospitality 
Tells Lzfe Story Strikes Treece Very Favorably 
Science Prof Traces Progress of 
~an's Understanding of His 
Physical Environment 
Pointing out the central and con-
suming purpose of pure physics, to 
discover the elementary nature of the 
physical universe, Dr. 0. L. Railsback 
lectured on "The Contributions of 
Physics to Modern Life" in his culture 
survey lecture last Thursday. "Einstein 
has conceived the physical elementary 
unit as a 'warp or twist in space' whose 
properties can be written in a set of 
equations," said Dr. Railsback. 
• 
Tracing the progress of man's un-
derstanding of his physical environ-
ment, Dr. Railsback mentioned the 
early unproductve concentration on 
two works received from antiquity: 
Aristotle and the Bible which were giv-
en false values and were totally mis-
understood. Their explanations were 
based on intuitive imaginings related 
to chance observations. 
Progress Is Based on Logie> 
Progress has been based upon, first, 
unprejudiced logical thinking of a few 
persons of exceptional mental ability 
and, second, the use of controlled ex-
periment and accurate measurement. 
Pythagoras, Archimedes, and later 
Galileo and Newton, championed, in 
their separate times, the cause of think-
ing in terms of first principles and 
controlled experiments. 
"Once man had conceived that 
multitudinous events were but the 
permutations and combinations of re-
latively few facts and principles, he 
was driven to systematic investigation 
and analysis on an ever broadening 
scale," said Dr. Railsback. "Perhaps the 
most significant contribution of mod-
ern physics has been the discovery that 
nature is essentially particulate - the 
discovery of quantum relationships. 
Until recently it was not known what 
the ultimate physical constituents 
were 'like, but it was generally sup-
·posed that all things were infinitely 
divisible into smaller parts." 
Departing from this historical intro-
duction, Dr. Railsback formed a picture 
of our universe in terms of our present 
concepts, defining what it appears to be 
made of, electricity, matter and 
energy. ~ 1 
P-?~!oS'ophical Aspects of Topic 
After pursuing these definitions to 
technical lengths, Dr. Railsback dis-
cussed the philosophical import of his 
topic, pointing out that physics has 
found it necessary to introduce a prin-
ciple of indeterminacy and to deal with 
natural phenomena statistically. "One 
can not exclude the possibility of choice 
or variation so far as an individual is 
concerned," he concluded. 
As he had promised to do, Dr. Rails-
back discussed prognostically physics' 
future limitations and probable de-
velopments. Michaelson once said: 
"The major basic discoveries in physics 
have all been made. The physics of 
the future will be the physics 
of the next decimal place." Within a 
few years, said Dr. Railsback, there 
followed in quick succession the dis-
covery of radio-activity, X-rays, Cosmic 
rays and several others . . . leading 
physicists no longer make such state-
ments ... because of the new concept 
that there can be no meaning given to 
an objective reality which can not be 
known to us through experience and 
observation ... we make no pretense of 
describing something which can have 
no meaning. We set no boundaries 
such as the former objectve reality 
placed upon possible new experiences 
Old World Gentleman 
Mr. Friederich Koch 
TC Seniors Give 
'Fly Away Home' 
Eastern Prof Reviews Long Mus-
ical Career in Germany, U. S. 
"Well, well, so you want an inter-
view of my life," quoth Professor 
Friederich Koch, instructor of music, 
when interviewed. "I was born at 
Kassel, the capital city of Hessen, had 
six brothers and two sisters, and was 
the only one who tpok music as a voca-
t!on." Mr. Koch, when being question-
ed about his musical career continued, 
"I learned to play the zither when I 
was six years old, became very good at 
it and taught it to others. That is how 
my music education started." 
Mr. Koch attended the Reale School 
at Kassel and studied music from the 
six.th grade on. At fourteen, he enter-
ed the Conservatory of Music and be-
tween the ages of eighteen and twenty, 
traveled and sang with two troupes 
which were members of the Royal 
Opera in his home .town. 
Came to America at Twenty 
At the age of twenty, he came to 
By Staff Reporter America and was engaged in a series 
The Teachers College high seniors of concerts at the Harries Academy of 
presented a creditable performance un- Music at Balt imore. Aft er the en-
der the direction of Miss Roberta Poos gagement at Baltimore, Mr. Koch went 
in their annual class play Fly Away to Srt. Louis in t he fall of 1888, and 
Home, given last Thursday evening. was for four seasons the soloist with 
Individual honors go to three m em- the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, 
hers of the east: Ellen Rose Huckleber- under the direction of Alfred Ernest . 
ry, Bob Mirus and John MacGregor. Mr. Koch says; "I lived in St. Louis 
Miss Huckleberry, as a high school for nine years teaching and directing 
tomboy, proved herself adept at juv- sE:-veral singing societies. I was there 
enile characterization. Mirus starred during the big cyclone in 1897. That 
as a college freshman of the ' 'ultra same year, I accepted a position at 
moderne" type. MacGregor, in .a light- Peoria, Illinois, as an instructor of 
er role added a new role to his historic music. After teaching there for a year 
scalpbelt as a modern conservative and a half, I came t o Charleston and 
youth. have been here thir.ty-eight years." 
Ida Margaret McNutt, Owen Harlow Mr. Koch's mother's parents immi-
and Martha Anderson sustained their grated to this country in the early 
roles convineingly, taking second place sixties. At that t ime his mother was 
honors as housekeeper, Portuguese engaged to his father, so she stayed 
fisherman, and older sister respective- in Germany. 
ly. Has Crossed Ocean 11 Times 
Praise is due the director, Miss Poos, When being questioned about his 
and her severa,l assistants, for pilot- brothers, Mr. Koch answered, "Three 
ing a lar,ge cast of thirteen to a sue- brothers and myself were the only 
cessful curtain. Stage manager Nel- members of my fiamily who came to 
son Lowry and makeup director Ruby America. The brothers settled at 
Stallings, members of Eastern's Players, Baltimore; one became a newspaper 
produced a background of setting, man , another a salesman, and the third 
lighting and makeup of striking reality, a merchant. In 1910, I went to Bruxel-
true to their reputation. les and Paris to take a special teach-
A rather monotonous sequenoe of ac- ers' course in voice culture. "In all," he 
tion, seldom varied, becomes the tar- says, "I have made eleven trips back 
get for adverse comment. This may and forth to my country." Mr. Koch 
be partially excused behind the screen and one sister are the only ones liv-
of a bulky cast, which was guilty of ing now. The sister lives near Ber-
few hitches. Examples of overaction j lin. 
were in evidence. That, ·however, is a 'I Hav.e Met Many Wonderful People' 
commendation, a r arity in high school Mr. Giles, .a former teacher here at 
dramatics, it is in pleasing contrast Eastern, and Mr. Koch wrote a n 
to the usual under development of opera called King Harold the Cold. 
character usually displayed in such 
performances. 
now have stand ready to be modified 
or extended." Fletcher's Grocery 
A FULL LINE OF SCHOOL 
SUPPLIES and NOTIONS 
Phone 422 4th & Lincoln 
Walter Treece, who participated 
in the recent Eastern broadcast on 
the Teachers College of the Air, 
broadcast over WSM, Nashville, 
Tenn., writes the following im-
pressions of his trip and of 
Peabody. Treece will receive the 
Peabody graduate scholarship of-
fered an EI graduate. He has been a 
regUlar reporter on the News. 
The well-known hospitality of the 
South is certainly exemp~ified at the 
George Peabody College for Teachers. 
Not just a few people, but everyone 
we met, extended a very hearty wel-
come, making us feel quite a t ease. 
They placed their time at our disposal, 
and were anxious to answer any ques-
tions which we might have. 
An example might serve to show 
how accommodating t hey were. Dr. R. 
G. Buzza.rd needed a pianist and re-
quested one. He also hoped for a 
violinist and asked if it would be con-
venient for them to allow one for the 
broadcast. Imagine his surprise when 
two pianists and two violinists offered 
t heir services in producin g the musical 
Mr. Giles wrote the words and Mr. 
Koch fmnished t he music. He has 
given m any forms of opera and can-
tatas, The Pritree of Pilsen, Mar-
tha, Cavaleria Rusticana, Hansel 
and Gretel, The Lay of the Bell and 
many others. Mr. Koch composed the 
music for Eastern's school song. In con-
clusion, Mr. Koch· remarks, "In my ca-
reer I have met many wonderful 
men and women, and have enjoyed 
jolly company. 
After the Dance ..... 
background for the dramatization. 
The endeavor to please and put 
guests at ease is the kind of thing 
which really gives a visitor a favorable 
impression of a school. 
All of the students of Peabody live 
in the three dormitories on the 
campus. The rooms which I saw were 
spacious, well-lighted rooms with priv-
ate baths. There were no disturbing 
noises to prevent one from studying, if 
he had the inclination. The social life 
is very active, however. 
Students have the privilege of eat-
ing in the college cafeteria if they de-
sire. Since the cafeteria is operated on 
a non-profit basis, the cost of a well-
balanced meal is low. 
Mr. Eugene Waffle, who is on leave 
of absence from Eastern to study at 
P eabody, estimates the ratio of gradu-
ate students to undergraduate students 
to be about five to three. This pre-
dominance of mat ure people puts the 
social life on a high plane. By force 
of numbers, the older students draw 
the younger ones upward in ideals 
rather than vice versa, which is so 
commonly the case when freshmen and 
sophomores greatly outnumber all 
others. 
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE 
F OR· QUALITY 
A good hair cut just doesn't hap-
pen-it is the result of long experi-
ence and careful attention. You 
can get that kind of service at the 
HOLMES 
BARBER SHOP 
SOUTHWEST ()ORNER SQUARE 
or any time, let Bill fix up your favorite refreshment 
CORNER CONFECTIONERY 
Bill Panas, Proprietor 
N. E. OORNER SQUARE PHONE 81 
CHARLESTON STEAM LAUNDRY 
R. H. BRUMLEVE, Prop. 
Modern, Up-to-Date Laundry Plant 
6th & ADAMS PHONE 284 
A. c. ADKINS 
GROCERIES AND MEATS 
We Carry a Complete Line of 
School Supplies 
CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN 
• 
If you ask: Will there JJe future com-
municat ion between our earth and 
planets . . . will atomic energy be re-
leased to supply the power of the fu-
ture . . . will telepathy be discov-ered 
and come under the control of man .. 
or more immediately practical, will 
television become as common as radio? 
The answers must be in terms of prob-
abilities in the light of present know-
ledge. 
CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS 
C. C. BREEN 
BARBER 
5th St. Entrance-Lawes Hotel 
Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 
J. A. OLIVE&, M D. 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Charleston, Ill. 
715 1 
I DR. W. B. TYM 
DENTIST 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Phones. Office, 476; Residence, 762 
Office Phone 43 Res. !Phone 1148 
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN. 
DENTIST 
Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5 
People's Drug Store Bldg. 
Charleston, ru. 
and observations. Any laws which we +-----------------••----·-------------•·-------------------+ ~--------------------------~ 1 ~~M~~~ ,. ~D~~A~O~ ~C~NRS~K~ 
You Will Find • • • • • I Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a.m. and . OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and 2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 ,, Alexande Bldg 2 oo Our Groceries of Best Quality to 9:00 p. m. Phoner 340 . : to S:OO p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p.m. 
and Our Prices Most Reasonable 604% JACKSON ST. l · North Side Square 604% Sixth St . 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
'WINK'S' GROCERY 
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF CAMPUS ON SIXTH 
Dep~ndable Lumber .. • • 
From a dependable source of supplies 
Andrews Lumber & Mill Co. 
PHONE 85 6th & R. R. 
• -
_____ T_e_l_ep_h_o_n_e_ 1_3_2_____ Frames Repaired-Lenses Duplicated Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770 
• 
DR. J. R. ALEXANDER 
516% Sixth St. 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Hours 9 a. m .. to 9 p. m. 
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160 
DR. H. A. SB.A.FFER 
Comer 6th and Van Buren 
Physician and Surgeon 
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phone 440 
DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
Linder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; Res.. 1037 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
51l'lh Jackson Street 
DR. N. C. IKNAYAN 
Hours by Appointment 
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St. 
Phone: Office and Res. 242 
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Linder Bldg. 
Monday and Saturday Nlghts 
~ 
·---------------------------------------~---------------- .---------------------------·---------------------------·--------------------------· 
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Annual Junior-Senior Prom Billed -for Saturday 
Banquet to Be 
Held in Hall 
Red Maxfield's Band "V~Till Play 
Dance in Auditorium From 9-~ 
12 ; E lizabeth Widger Chairman 
The annual Junior-Senior Banquet 
and Prom will be held Saturday eve-
ning from 7 to 12 o'clock. 
The -banquet will take plaoe in the 
dining room of Pemberton Hall at 7 
o'clock. Dancing will begin at 9 o'clock 
in the college auditorium. Red Max-
field and his ochestra will furnish the 
music for the prom. 
Elizabeth Widger '38 is general 
chairman of the affair. Commitwe 
heads include Helen Hall, table and 
menu; Isabel Larimer, programs; Har-
old Younger, orchestra; Milbra Osborn, 
dance; Ray Cole, tickets. 
Several Juniors and Seniors will un-
derwrite the affair, because of a lack 
of funds. Each class will bear half the 
expense. Tickets will cost $2.00 per 
couple, or $1.00 per person. Guests 
may be admitted to the dance for 50c 
per person. 
---EIST'c---
TC Sophs-Seniors 
Hold Dance Friday 
Teachers College high held its an-
nual sophomore-senior dance in t..'le 
auditorium from 8:30 until 11 :30 o'clock 
last Saturday evening. 
Ray Lane's Oampus Band furnished 
the music for dancing. A feature of 
the evening's entertainment was a 
Maypole daooe by a group of freshman 
girls. Punch and cookies were served 
as refreshments. 
Miss Olive Davis, high school sopho-
more, served as charrman of the dance. 
Her assistants were Gene Anderson and 
Beth Negley. Faculty chaperons were 
Dr. and Mrs. Donald A. Rothschild, 
Miss lea MM"ks, Miss Gertrude Hen-
drix and Miss Winnie Davis Neely. 
---EISTc---
Mrs. Phipps Honors 
Florence Barbour 
Mrs. Harris E. Phipps had as her 
week-end guest Miss Florence Bar-
bour, an Oberlin College friend, who is 
now teaching at the Indiana Central 
college, Indianapolis. Saturday, April 
10, Mrs. Phipps entertained with a buf-
fet supper in honor of Miss Barbour. 
After supper two tables of bridge 
were in play, with Miss Ruth Carmen 
holding high score. Miss Barbour re-
ceived the guest-prize. 
Guests were Misses Bernice Bankson, 
Ruth Carmen, Ethel Hanson, Mabel 
Hupprich, Blanche Thomas, Leah Stev-
ens, Mary Thompson, and the guest of 
honor, Miss Barbour. 
---iEISTc---
MRS. RUSSELL ENTERTAI TS 
Dr. V. V. Russell, assisted by Mrs. 
Bessie Wilson, entertained Miss Ruth 
Schmalhausen and the freshman class 
in the home economics department at 
her apartment Tuesday night, April 13. 
---EISTc---
·shores Visits U. of I. 
Katherine Shores attended the Mil-
itary Ball at the University of Illinois, 
Friday evening, April 16. Ted Weems 
played for this annual prom. 
---EISTc---
Mary Farrar had as he week-end 
guests at her home near Humboldt 
Martha Lumbrick., Esther Lumbrick, 
Norma Ives, Bessie Phipps and Carol 
Watson. 
Salted Peanuts 
Fresh Every Week 
15c Lb. 
''BOB HILL'' 
602 JACKSON ST. 
"THE COMPLETE CAR 
COMPLETELY NEW" 
Sweepings 
From the 
Hall 
By 
Mary 
Rankin 
Miss Juanita Brown attended the 
Speakers Dine 
At U. S. Grant I 
I 
I Annual Banquet in Mattoon Fri-
day Features Impromptu Ad-
dresses by Fifteen Members 
military ball at the University of Illi- EI speakers had a hilarious time 
nois in Champagn, Illinois, Friday, speaking at the Speakers Club annual 
April 15. I banquet held in the yellow and gray 
room in the U. S. Grant Hotel at Mat-
Miss Betty Rice, Miss Reba Gold-
smith, Miss Minetta Phelps, and Miss 
Betty Ford were the dinner guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sloan in Newton, 
Illinois, Sunday, April 17. 
toon last Friday evening. 
Everybody not only had a chanc-e to 
speak but had to speak on a subject 
designated by the toastmaster James 
Rice. The title of each speech came 
as a surprise to the speaker. The titles 
were written on the back of each place 
card, hut when Mr. Rice announced 
each speaker, he changed the title, 
making each speaker speak on a sub-
ject written on some one else's place 
card. 
Graduate lVIarries 
Mac Waldrip 
Wisner, Waldrip 
Wed Here Friday 
Miss Olive Wisner and Mac Waldrip 
'36, both of Greenup, Illinois, were mar-
ried at 7 o'clock Friday evening by the 
Reverend H. L. Hayes at the Ohristian 
Then, did you know that there's one 
Pem Hall girl who now claims to be 
a full-fledged member of the Fidelis? 
And despite her obvious handicap of 
sex, we feel she has grounds for her 
claim as she took an active part in the 
initiation activities. She is the lucky 
girl who, one fateful evening last 
week, had no sooner left Pem Hall's 
sheltering walls than she was seized by 
a mob of brawny Fidelis pledges and 
carried bodily over to the administra-
tion building where she was carefully 
deposited on the steps. But what we 
want to know is, did the pledges pur-
posely pass up the Hall's more buxom 
lasses and wait until this little ninety-
pounder appeared, or does God just 
love Fidelis men? 
The speeches were on such subjects church parsonage. The single ring cer-
as "Pigs," "Men," "Babies," "Profes- emony was used. Their attendants were 
sors," "College Infancy," etc. Dr. Sey- Miss Jayne Lynch and Walton Mor-
mour spoke on "Why We Need No ris. 
Navy" and Dr. c. H. Coleman spoke on 
"If I Were President." 
Those pr·esent were: Dr. and Mrs. 
A short wedding trip was taken to 
Decatur, the couple returning to Mat-
toon Saturday for the annual Fidelis 
fraternity dinner-dance. 
Mr. Waldrip is a member of Fidelis. 
He is on the faculty of Greenup high 
school. The couple will reside in 
Greenup. 
Glenn H. Sey.mour, Dr. C. H. Coleman, 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Glenn Ross, Charles 
Poston, James Rice, Glenn Sunderman, 
Lloyd Kincaid, Richard Bromley, Wil-
fred Kelley, Frank Day, Grace Kortum, 
Betty Rice, Juanita Brown, and R eba 
Goldsmith. 
--EISTc-- I MRS. HARRIS E. PHIPPS . 
And may we suggest "a b~ck to the I M R S 0. Merritt ENTERTAINS BRIDGE CLUB 
farm" movement for the nalve young rs. ? . a 
creature who, when asked at lunch the VISitS Mrs. Russell Mrs. Harris E. Phipps was hostess to 
other day what was meant by a cow's the Faculty Wives bridge club, at 1:30 
cud, answered quickly, "Oh, isn't that Mrs. Rosa 0 . Merritt formerly of the Tuesday afternoon, April 13. 
one of those wooden things they put in University of Oklahoma, was a cam- In addition to the club members, 
a horse's mouth?" pus visitor of Dr. V. V. Russell Friday, four guests were present, Mrs. Frank 
But we of Pem Hall are proud, and 
rightly so, of eight rising young finan-
ciers in our midst. These amateur in-
dustrialists all pooled their resouces 
and invested in a much-advertised book 
telling the facts of life. Now, at the 
April 15. Mrs. Merrittt is manager of Verwiebe, Mrs. Harold Cavins, Mrs. 
the coUege publication department of Franklyn Andrews, and Mrs. Jay B. · 
JohnS. Swift Go. of St. Louis, Mo. MacGregor. 
---o:lsT Mrs. Hiram Thut held high score. 
KATHRYN ANN PIERCE 
POSTPONES VISIT 
rate of a dime a reading they're lend- Miss Kathryn Ann Pierce of Col-
ing it out. Already they've recovered linsville, who teaches near Highland, 
their original investment, and the Ill., planned to spend this week-end 
waiting line still forms to the left. Wall here as the guest of Mrs. Lee Lynch 
street, here we come! But don't mind and other local friends but a late mes-
us, we're just sore because we haven't sage advises that she will be unable 
a dime. to visit in Charleston at this time. Miss 
---EisT Pierce is suffering from an infected 
T F lt W I foot as the result of a broken blister wo acu y omen and can be about only by wearing a Fete Mrs. W. J. Awty very loose house slipper. She is a 
-- Teachers College graduate. 
Misses Anabel Johnson and Annie L. ---EIST'c---
M. Elder, A. Lindley Visit 
Marjorie Elder and Alene Lindley, 
former students here, visited in Char-
leston over the week-end. 
RICKETTS 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST 
FOR GLASSES 
Phone 28 South Side Square 
Lovely 
to 
Dinner- Dance 
Attracts Grads 
Fifty Couples Attend Fidelis 
Party at U. S. Grant Hotel Sat-
urday in Honor o f Alumni 
More than fifty couples, including 
some ten alumni members of Fidelis 
from near and far, attended the an-
nual spring banquet and dance at the 
Hotel U. S. Grant in Mattoon last Sat-
urday evening. 
This year more concentrated effort 
was made to bring back alumni mem-
bers, some fifty news-letter invitations 
having been sent out. 
At the banquet talks were made by 
Dr. Paul W. Sloan and Dr. Jay B. Mac-
Gregor, club sponsors. Walton Mor-
ris acted as toastmaster; Joe Curry, 
club president and general chairman 
for the affair, gave the welcome ad-
dr·ess and Willard Duey '36 responded 
in behalf of the alumni. 
Dancing to Al Alison's orchestra pre-
vailed from 9 to 1 o'clock in the hotel 
ball room. 
Committee members serving were: 
Joe Curry, general chairman; Wayne 
Neal, Joe Kelly, Dave Kessinger, Stan-
ley Elam, Walton Morris, Raymond 
Cole, Louis K. Voris, James Stahl, 
Marion Greene, Max King. 
Let Us Service Your Car for 
SUMMER DRIVING NOW 
Standard Oil Products 
NEWELL'S 
SERVICE STATION 
CORNER TENTH and LINCOLN 
LADIES-
FREE B~OWLING 
THURSDAY AFTERNOONS 
Other afternoons until 
6 p. m.-lOc 
·COLES COUNTY 
BOWLING ALLEYS 
Bernard E. Alexander, Manager 
Weller were hostesses at a farewell din-
ner, given Friday evening at Mrs. No-
ble Rains' home on Third street, hon-
oring Mrs. W. J. Awty, who is leaving 
the city for Atlantic City, N. J. Lat-
er, the guests were taken to the hos- , 
tesses apartment, 1520 Fourth street. Al'WQIYS the Best Line of . Look At! 
Love'ly to look at , indeed. 
Here's a hairdress that will 
win you completely-a co'if-
fure that will add loads of 
charm to your appearance 
and make your hair easy to 
tend to. Get the habit of 
letting us ha.ndle all your 
beauty needs. You'll like it. 
Besides the guest of honor and the 
hostesses, other guests were: Mrs. 
John H. Marshall, Mrs. Percy Wyeth, 
Miss Ruby Harris, Miss Lena Ellington 
and Miss Ruth B. Dunn. 
FRESH FRUTTS & VEGETABLES 
Phone 531 
CHARLESTON FRUIT 
STORE 
W IHlll il IE§ 
We now have a full 
selection of summer 
footwear for your 
approval-
Q 
0 
$1.98 to $4.98 
RYAN SHOE CO. 
EAST SIDE SQUARE 
MODERN BEAUTY SHOP 
1815 MONROE 
SOCIAL FUNCTION,S 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
DANCING 
PHONE 1501 
The facilities of this Hotel are available 
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sunday and Holidays 
May We Serve Yoru? 
HOTEL U.S. GRANT 
Mattoon 
Telephone 2700 
Illinois 
SIMPSON CHEVROLET COMPANY CHARLESTON, ILL. PHONE 333 
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What's Wrong with Our 
One-Horse Colleges? 
Member 
GSPA 
Dissatisfied students eterna lly moan : "H only 
I'd had the money, I'd have gone to a bigger col-
lege where t here are some great professors, fine 
equipment, an adequate library and inspiring people 
for friends." 
Entirely aside from the fact that such words 
usually come from those who stand in need of an 
excuse, the assumption that the greater. oppor -
tunity for education is in the larger college 1s ques-
tionable. 
Some of the greatest teachers we have spent 
a life-time in one-horse colleges. Their names are 
not familiar, except to students who h ave studied 
under them. These teachers did not pull them-
selves up by their own b s)Otstraps to higher places. 
They put their energy into teaching, not into w rit-
ing learned tomes t o give them notice in the next 
la rger university, while assistants taught. Some-
times ambition, not merit, puts men in high places. 
Look at Hitler. Sometimes men are content to do 
good w here they find themselves. Look at Father 
Damien. 
~ tor our equipment and library, it is inade~ 
qu,ate. Of course. But by the t ime the student ha.-
mastered what is in it, he w ill he scholar enough. 
Four vears is a short while in which to do it. 
In piring f riends meet inspiring fr iends. No 
one who can b e one will search in vain-even in a 
small college. 
A certain News editor visited Pemberton Hall last week 
and is now numbered among the accidenta.Uy alive. 
Specialization- Early or Late? 
Caug ht between two fires, that of the place-
ment bureau and that of his department head, the 
college stu dent has a difficult problem t o solve. He 
wonders whether he ought to spread himself in 
all directions in o rder to ensure a number of t each·-
ing minors or concentrat e early upon one field. 
This is the third of a series of 
articles prepared by Dr. Walter W. 
Cook to give students a better un-
derstandhl;g of the subject com-
b~nations in demand and to an-
alyze the opportunities in eaceh 
field. 
Opportunities for teaching mathe-
matics - The percentage of high 
schools enrolling 500 pupils or less of-
fering each of the various courses in 
mathematics is as follows: Algebra I, 
98 per cent; Algebra II, 75 per cent; 
Plan~ Geometry, 95 per cent; Solid 
Geometry, 60 per cent; Commercial 
Arithmetic, 54 per cent; Trigonometry, 
9 per cent. Mathematics is a good 
major or minor subject .but it should 
be supplemented with as many teach-
ing minors as possble. A man who is 
qualified to teach mathematics, the 
physical and biological sciences and 
coach athletics is almost certain to se-
cure a position. 
Teaching Combinatons with Mathe-
matics-An investigation of the teach-
ing combinations of a sampling of 100 
teachers of mathematics reveals that 
Elephant's 
Child ... 
To what do you attribute the pres-
ence of your face in the Rogue's Gal-
lery? 
Mr. Guinagh- Well, I suppose it's my 
Latin accent. 
Glenn Sunderman-Could it be my 
dimples? 
l\'Iilton Siegel - Haven't you read 
about the big oil boom in Flora? 
Mr. Coleman - City election, today, 
I'm afraid. 
Katherine Shores--! don't know, but 
I was out of town ov-er the week-end, just in case. 
Maxine Hanod-I can too cook! 
Bob Holmes- Who cares? I can run 
faster than they can. 
Elmer- Just .between you and me 
and the gate post, they're jellis of my 
successes in illiteratur-e. 
26 are teaching only mathematics, 40 
are teaching in two fields, 23 in three 
fields and 11 in four or more fields. 
A tabulation of 100 requests for 
mathematics teachers reveals that 
other subjects occurred in combination 
with it as follows: 
Subject Number of Occurences 
Men's Physical Education .. 36 
Social Studies ...... .. .. ..... . .... .. .. 26 
Physical Science ................ .... 26 
English .................................... 20 
General Science .... .... . ........ ... 12 
Girls' Physical Education .. 12 
Music ........................................ 12 
Industrial Arts ...................... 11 
Commerce .. .. .......................... 10 
Biological Science ................ 10 
Latin ........................................ 9 
Home Economics .................. 3 
The extra-curricular activities which 
mathematics teachers are required to 
direct in order of frequency are: 
athletics, dramatics, declamatory, 
band, orchestra, glee club, debate. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
Requirements for teaching foreign 
languages-24 quarter hours in the 
language taught. Credit may be al-
lowed to the extent of 6 quarter hours 
for each unit of language earned in 
high school provided that the high 
school preparation in the language has 
been followed in college by at least a 
year's course (12 quarter hours) in 
sequence to and not a duplication of 
previous training in the language. 
Opportunities for teachers of Latin-
Approxim~tely 95 per cent of small 
high schools and 100 per cent of large 
high schools offer two years of Latin. 
Four years of Latin are offered in 44 
per cent of the high schools with an 
enrollment of over 250. 
There is not an over supply of Latin 
teachers, but the demand for teachers 
with Latin minors is much greater 
than the demand for Latin majors. The 
Bureau of Teacher Placement has 
never been able to supply the demand 
for English or history majors with 
Latin minors. Since a teaching minor 
in Latin is very easy to secure. Every 
major in English or the social studies 
who has had two years of high school 
<Continued on Page 9) 
Have You Heard? 
Round About the Campus 
with Walton Morris 
... that Wayne Neal and the Lair boy's I stronghold, by telephone. When a con-
are going to bring an all-girl orches- nection was finally made, he was start-
tra up to their dance on Friday, May led from his subconscious musings by a 
14. The ferns are supposed to be a masculine voice on the opposite end of 
good band, having played several the wire which bellowed, "Charleston 
dances on the U. of I. campus. Rumor Stock yards!" Needless to say, he 
has it that they're nice to look at too. quickly severed the connection. (It was 
We're betting there's a stag line a mile the wrong number!) 
. . . Willard Duey was in town last 
week-end? "Weelard" came to see all 
Tuesday, April 20, 193? 
All-American Boy 
Staff Art ist Cooper's All-American Boy (the 
News) wallowing in his glory, with 800 points as 
credit to his wholesomeness. 
The Editors Recapitulate 
On Censorship 
A great deal has been aid abou t cen~orsl~ip 
in college publications. The editors come m wtt.h 
their bit early in the year, even rep rinting an ed~~ 
toria l discussing censorship at Washington um-
versity. . 
These same editors recognize the worth of 
apply ing a n unwilling soft pedal on the cre~cendo 
of their youthful falsetto at tim es. But thts n~t­
ural element of unsettledness in their anatomtes 
n eeds also to be defended. . 
Walter Lippmann once said, "There is n~thmg 
ridiculo us in being dissatisfied; it is deCidedly 
r idiculous to be conservative for it means they 
(you th) will probably be 'stan.'dpatters' when they 
grow o ld." 
Nii ping the heels of every d istribution of the 
News comes the hecklings ot student or faculty 
crit ics who oppose the voicing in print of what 
might be called revolutionary opinions on current 
situations at Eastern. The edito rs appreciate 
cnt1c1sm. Too often, however, they are kicked in 
the f ace and left to grovel in the attacker's spittle. 
The a im o f education is to develop broad, 
open minds equipped w ith those two indispensible 
fa culties- weighing and culling . H ow can the 
g r owth of these blessed attributes be fostered 
w ithout expression? 
We expect opposition, but expect it to be 
voiced in the same fair-m inded way, open to argu-
ment, in w hich we try to write our opinions. 
When Doctor Buzzard is away, the school is a regular 
"Beu-rocracy." 
The Soap Box---
Invites students and faculty members 
to: voice their opinions on topics con-
cerned with college life. Please limit 
letters to 150 words . . . also sign same 
He is warned that he w ill not be able to get a 
job if he doesn't prepare to teach a number of sub-
jects, fu lfilling the minimum teaching requirement 
in each. On the other hand, the instructor in his 
major tell s him that if he attempts to spread out he 
will not only cause himself much emba rrassment 
when he s t arts to teach a subject he knows but 
superficially, but he is in danger of "losing his in-
tellectual h o nesty," if he has any . 
long that night - you know - 'no 
strings, no connections' (for the eve-
ning)-just lots of fun with the or-
chestra and such. 
-the boys (and Jo) and succeeded in 1!=======================::!.1 
pepping things up in general, as usual. 
The only solut ion is to receive as long a period 
of training as is possible. The proper ideal is early 
general training and. late specialization. If that is 
not possible of realization, then the teacher must 
admi t he is learning w ith the students when h e is 
in the teaching situation. Bluffs do not work , ea rly 
or late. 
Where did we hear this before? "I came to college to 
be went with, but I ain't yet." 
We Were Wrong 
fter press time last week it was learned that 
M acomb ha d not consented to a game Saturday, 
which would have interfered seriou sly w ith an a n -
nua l fraternity affair. The News had editorialized 
on t h e matter, asking coache to con id.er the social 
calendar in making out schedules. 
We are sorry, not alone because of the un-
avoidable error in assuming that the dates con-
flicted, but because we rea lize : Cqaches cannot 
always con ult the social calendar in forming 
schedules. Neither do they force athletes to plav 
when their inclination is otherwise. Yes, we take 
jt back, coaches. 
. . . of Frank Urbancek's invitation to 
the pajama party at Pem Hall? Some 
-erring Pemite invited Frank and he 
took up. Later, when telling the boys 
about it, he decided he couldn't go 
through. "Aw shuc~," says Frank, "I 
can't go to that. I was looking for-
ward to it too." Immediately came the 
question, in chorus, "Why not?" Frank 
grins, in that odd way of his, and says, 
"Well shucks, I don't have any 
pajamas- all I've got is a night shirt!" 
. . . about J o Thomas taking Pokey to 
play rehearsal? Pokey is the mam-
moth English bull (dog) you see lead-
ng J o up and down Sixth street on 
sunny afternoons. In a Garden's lead-
ing lady decided that the cast should 
have an audience for last Wednesday's 
evening rehearsal, so Pokey trucked out 
to the scene of histronic activity, get-
ting Jo there on time that evening! 
Pokey liked the third act but disrupted 
progress so on the second that Jo had 
to consent to being ushered home 
about nine o'clock. 
... who the latest "Irinch hitter'' is for 
Pemberton Hall? A long haired East-
ern lad tried for twenty minutes one 
day last week to reach 523, the maiden 
Someon-e said, by way of making him 
welcome, " If he's not all wet he's 
Duey.' Duey's retort was, "Wet or dry, 
I'm most awfully glad to be here." 
... that Mick McNeal, old Eastern 
student, is married? Well, he is. He 
had his new wife down here 1ast week-
end. She's quite charming. Mick met 
her while in school at Miami univer-
sity in Oxford, Ohio. He's been there 
for the last two years, studying ac-
counting. Mick attended Eastern in 
1933-34 and 1934-35. He was elected 
president of the Men's Union for the 
y.ear 1935-36, but did not return to 
Eastern. 
. . . people talking about the Fidelis 
Dinner-Dance held at •the GTant Hotel 
in Mattoon last .Saturday evening? 
Some 50 couples were in evidence. They 
tell us it was one of the highlights on 
the social card this year. The food 
was good, Drs. Jay B. and Paul W., ad-
visers, were particularly clever with a 
Buck Rogers act, the "bath-tub" quar-
tet from the Fidelis house made a hit, 
and the music and dancing were tops 
too. The grads' glad-rags and all the 
female finery capped anything you've 
ever seen. 
Dear Soapbox: 
One would think that it was the charge of the wild 
buffalo or something the way the students try to get out 
of chapel on Tuesday. I have never seen such a group 
of students who were so thoughtless as to the way the 
assembly room is left after S!JCh a mad rush. There are 
four wide aisles and as long as there is no fire I see no 
use to crowd between the seats and leave them all out of 
order. 
A person talking to me the other day said that there 
should be a sign put up in front of the assembly room 
which would bear this message 'in large letters : "If you 
act like a buffalo at home, act like a buffalo here. We 
want you to feel at home!" Let's try to keep the assem-
bly looking !ts best and try to keep the chairs in order. 
-DISGUSTED. 
Dear Soapbox: 
We think that a system of perm~ent checks should 
be made for use at the checik room at dances. We believe 
that a metal tag can be made which will be much more 
efficient than the present system of squares of paper or 
cardboard. The new system would not necessitate the 
making of new checks for each dance as does the present 
system. It would also do away with the tags becoming 
torn and falling off the hangers upon the removal of coats 
from them. It would make it easier upon both the ch~Gk­
ers and the dancers. The latter would not have as much 
trouble finding the checks. 
We believe that these checks could be made by tlle 
Industrial Art$ department at a fairly low cost and would 
be worth the cost to the school and students. 
-Robert Anderson. 
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\Elmer Trips Light 
Fanatic at Banquit 
DEAR ELMIREE : 
I been hearin some propygandish P r 1• vat e D 1. a r talk about the womens Union joinin a fraternity. I reckon they think since '.;~;~;~.;~~~~ •• ;;.;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i ·~em~hug~~effi~~and~e 1 Fidelity they gotta do something high 
FLASH! FLASH! soundin too. Them girls been throwin 
COURT RULES "IDIOT'S DELIGHT" OUT all kinds of shindigs and tea parties 
this year like as if they was up in high News Discovers Fragments of Colseybur's Diary 
In Hymn Book. society. 
Undaunted by legal entanglements, the News surmounted insurmountable Theys going to be a Junior and sen-
difficulties in its a ttempt to bring you pages from Coiseybur s Diary, "Idiot's ior ba.nquit at which I think I will go I 
Delight." Subject to new findings or (!OUrt release, other pages will appear. Get to. Its gonna coast me nigh onto what 
your copy of m~xt week's News eg,rly. Big break> or court leak is expected hourly. I paid for my Easter riggin to go but 
Monte Carlo, January 14, 1937. Had 1 I reckon I ought to show my obligative 
tea today with Mrs. Wallis Simpson. I , ·,----------------•• order. I though I ought to tell you 
showed her my NEA membership ca d, Rhymes cf Integra~ion I that I will proberly trip the light 
and she mistook me for a reporter. The integrator and the integratee fanatic after the nutritial resustment 
"Mrs. S~mpson," I sa id, "has anybody Are basic in all society. but I will refrain from dancing with 
ever told you that you are rea'ly a very the most pulchritudish maidens. 
attractive woman? " I hoped to inter- Getting no where with factivism The weather is sure turnin out to be 
est her in my adult education project. They went in for activism. mighty fittin these last few days. This 
"Has anybody ever told you?" she re- is the time when a young mans fancy 
plied. I must admit that I was some- Educational chiropratic sure does turn. I guess this is as good 
what flabbe:cgasted. What could she We fear is somewhat lactic. a time as any with the buds comin out 
have mean t ? I must review Archi- on the trees and everything. I got 
bald Thorndyke's chapter on "The Art Without compunction something on my mind I been wantin 
of Questioning." I should have await- At every junction to tell you for a long time. If you 
ed until she was thoroughly at ease Supreme unction won't shy off and run in the house next 
before I spoke. I wanted to uk her To the social function. tme I'm home, I will manifold to you 
what she thought of that great opus, what has been my mental perturber-
"Recent Social Trends," but I found 
myself among a crowd of people who 
were leaving. I suppose it is only 
courtesy to invite h er to be my guest 
during N~tional Education Week next 
year. 
New York, February 3, 1937. Back 
home again! Dropped in at Teachers 
College to talk to my old friend, Pro-
fessor George S. Counts. He didn't 
seem to know which he preferred, com-
munism or activism. He indicated 
that he might prefer "act ivism" if he 
knew what it was. I think he would 
have invited me to dinner if he hadn't 
been so busy. I asked him if he 
thought America was going Fascist. 
"Not so long as we h ave so m any 
people like you," he replied. I was 
Pleased with the compliment and 
thought it the proper moment to show 
him my recent monograph on "The 
Importance of Knowing How to Read 
and Write," but I felt t hlOl.t the MS 
was too much in the rough, and that I 
had better let my: stenographer polish 
it up a ll~ule . Professor COunts is a 
learned man . He told me exactly how 
to get to the New York Central Station 
and what t r ain to take to ·g.et out of 
town. 
Washington, D. o., February 5, 1937. 
Take it standing up 
Or take it sitting down; 
So our learnin' goes 
Roun' and roun'. 
Is he prudent, 
The leaving student, 
Not to say goodbye? 
He should know 
ance. 
---EIST·c---
T·o-----
Over the hills and away, 
But our joy is short, alas, 
For we dare not cut today 
Our education class. 
-Elmer. 
That he can go Within our hearts a-beating With the leaving faculty. 1 
+ The joys of spring doth .burn; 
+- ---------------- All norms and quartiles fleeting . 
ual of culture and learning, but I did Oh shucks, oh gosh, oh dern! 
not wait for them to return. 
Hollywood, California, March 5, 1937. What are means and averages. 
And ratios and I. Q.'s, 
Decimals and percentiles 
But things that one eschews? 
But the stern hand is upon us, 
And the prison's printed p age 
Permits no fine distinction 
Between the joys of youth and age. 
---EISTC,---
Golfer's Lament 
I knocked a golf ball into the air; 
It fell to earth, I know not where-
Damn! I lose a lot of golf balls that 
way . . 
Spring Song 
Phooey on thee, little man, 
Ugly puss and poolroom tan, 
Go away and don't come back, 
With me you can never "nack." 
---EISTc---
The height of liberalism: to include 
what nobody knows in the curriculum. 
---EIST·c---
Spring reminds yo~ of flowers 
and Carrol's Flower Shop. 
I 
I 
I must h ave gotten on the wrong train, 
because when I got off, I found myself 
in Washington, D. C., instead of Char-
leston. President Roosevelt was out 
when I called, but I left word that I 
would be back. I t old his secretary to 
tell him t o call me when he got in. I 
guess the secretary forgot to tell him 
r have the same trouble with my NYA 
assistant. I met Postmaster Farley at 
the Willard Hotel, where I was stop-
ping to borrow some stationery. He is 
much balder than when I saw him last. 
He didn't r emember me, but I told him 
that I was from Illinois and knew Drs. 
Coleman and Seymour. "Oh yes, to be 
sure," he r eplied. I must tell Dr. Cole-
man and Dr. Seymour that Mr~ Fi:trley 
remembered them. They will be pleas-
ed. "Are you going up?" the Post-
master asked me. I was relieved when 
he got off on next to the top floor. I 
think Mr. Farley would write an intro-
duction t o my monograph, but he is so 
busy and I hate to ask him. He seems 
like a nice man . 
I made a mistake when I came to 
Hollywood. I must correct myself. Go-
ing to Hollywood was a mistake. I 
should have gone to New Orleans to 
the NEA Convention, but I felt that I 
must finish gathering material for my 
study of "The Effect of the Spencerian 
Stanza on Moving Pricture Dialect." I 
asked the bus driver the name of a 
good restaurant, and he told me that 
he thought "The Trocadero" had just 
wha t I needed. I didn't tell him 
that I always drank a glass of hot 
water and ate very lightly before going 
to bed. I suppose I should have told 
him. It was some time before I was 
seated at a table, and when I was fin-
ally seated, I found myself next to a 
crude person who was much too gar-
rulous. "Pipe that!" he burst forth. 
"Thank you, I don't smoke!" I replied. 
He lighted a cigarette. It was the 
first time I have ever heard a cigarette 
called a pipe. "There goes Clark Gable 
ga-ga with Carole Lombard. Hi, Clark!" 
Imagine my astonishment when Mr. 
Gable and his lady companion stepped 
over to our table. And imagine my 
utter embarrassment when the crude 
person beside me got up, and without 
a word of apology, left with Mr. Gable 
and his lady companion. The more I 
think of it, the more firmly I am con-
vinced that the Spencerian Stanza had 
but slight eff.ect upon moving picture 
dialect. 
SUNSHINELAUNDRY I 
Chicago, Dlinois, February 19, 1937. 
A group of reporters met me at the 
station. How I detest publicity. "Will 
you be in t own long?" one asked. 
"When are you going to make your 
next picture?" another queried. I am 
sure he meant take, but I did not cor-
rect him. "Do you like Hollywood?" a 
third broke in, shoving the other two 
aside, most indecorously. I was ir-
ritated and embarrassed and resolved 
to keep discreetly silent when someone 
yelled, "Here is Durante! " And they 
ran in the direction of a strange look-
ing man with a long nose. He was 
probably a reporter, too, and more ex-
perienced at interviewing an individ-
THE LINCOLN INN 
25c-DINNERS-35c 
Choice of Everything on the l\lenu 
Hambur.g-er 5c, Hot Coffee 
Groceries, Meats, Fruits and Vege-
tables, Ice Cream, School Supplies, 
Fountain Drinks 
D. T. FREELAND 
PHONE 73 706 LINCOL.~ 
Charleston, Dlinois, April 17, 1937 · 
Never before in my life have I been so 
glad to get home. As much as I have 
appreciated the warm receptions I have 
received elsewhere, there is no place 
like the "Friendly City." Still I would 
have felt happier if Ole Poker F~e and 
Miss Reinhardt had been at the sta-
tion to meet me. 
Always finish what you start- un-
less the class walks out. 
BAND BOX CLEANERS 
• 
Guaranteed Work 
at Right Prices 
• 
N. W. Corner Campug.......d>HONE 397 
Kline's Dept. Store 
invites you to drop in and look around 
COMPARE VALUE F~OR VALUE 
-
and see how much farther your dollar will go 
-- w .... t 
at KLINE'S, THE FRIENDLY STORE 
Here I Come-
P age Five 
NO, LEIF DIDN'T FIND 
AMERICA; IT FOUND HIM 
After all these year:;, the Illinois 
house of repres·entatives has discover-ed 
that Columbus didn't discover Ameri-
ca. Leif Eriksen did. It was on Oct. 
9, they say, so henceforth that is go-
ing t o be Leif Eriksen day. It was Oct. 
9 in 999 A. D. in order that school boys 
can remember - ninth month, ninth 
day, ninty-ninth year of ninth century. 
The Chicago Daily News takes of-
fense. They say: " . .. some unknown 
Mongol paddled out from the m ain-
land of Asia to Diomede . . . lookee 
southward some t went y miles and saw 
a noth er coastland, so paddled on. By 
th e t ime Leif landed the cont inent was 
well populated by h is descendan ts . . . 
Neith er Columbus nor Leif nor Cabot 
d iscovered America . America wasn't 
los t. Chris, Leif and J ohn were lost. 
America found them." 
---EISTC,---
For bigg·er and better Chapels: Be-
l gin at 9 p. m. and turn out the lights. ... . Elmiree, don 't shy off because ErsTc-- .. 
spring has 1got my menta.biiity pe1·- What you're looking for. at the prlce 
turberanced. Ain't there just some- you want them, with gracious service 
-you'll find all three when shopping 
thing aJbout this weather, though? at News advertised business houses. 
High-Tailers Report 
Death of High-Flyer 
Before the intermen t of the army's 
famous parachute jumper, crowds of 
fTiends gathered around th e· casket to 
get a last glimpse of I. M. Dunn be-
fore they put the ace in the hole. 
Turning t o a friend, one of the 
mourners remarked, "There's the re-
mains of one of our most valuable men 
in servioe." 
"Yes," replied the other , 
good till the last drop." 
---EIBTc---
"he was 
Seymour Sees Spring Coming · 
A sure sign of spring: So few came to 
Dr. Seymour's class last Friday after-
noon that he had to dismiss it. 
I 
A CONTEST ••• 
Four cash prize.s, ranging from $100 
to $25 and totaling $250, will be 
awarded student readers of our ad· 
vertisements in colleges a.nd univer· 
sities throughout the Middle West 
and South for typewritten essays of 
from 300 to 500 words on ''What I 
Like Best in Modern Railroadi~g­
and Why." The closing date will be 
May 10, awards by June 1. Address 
\ me at Chicago for reference material 
r and to submit your essays • • 
Hearts that Care Remember! 
MOTHER'S DAY, SUNDAY, MAY 9th 
A fine array of Gifts awaits your inspection- Candies, Stationery, Hot 
Oven Ware, Wood Novelties, R ust Craft fine quality 
Mother's Day Cards. 
KING BROTHER S 
BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE 
The Shop of Thoughtful Gifts West Side Square-Phone 428 
When You Want Pastries . 
- of any kind, call 1500 and we will 
gladly take care of your needs. 
IDEAL BAKERY 
North Side Square PHONE 1500 
COME TO 
THE TRIPLE '' L'' 
. for your I ce Cream, Jumbo Malted Milks; also Sandwiches 
and Hot Drlnks in season . 
We Make It- You'll Like It--Try It! 
NEW LOCATION 616 SIXTH STREET 
~ ... use 
Meadow 
Gold Ice Cream 
THE GREAT AMERICAN DESSERT 
Meadow Gold Dairy 
PHONE 7 
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Purely Picar~sque Pictures of Pedigreed Pedagogues 
+-
In 'Idiot's Delight?' 
Ike Dale Wingler, cut-tP.roat col-
umnist, golfer, philanderer and perpre-
trator of puny, puerile puns, is known 
to be the instigator and leader of a 
horde of black-faced and black-heart-
ed monsters which, some would have us 
believe, is Eastern's own Black Legion~ 
A public demonstration was made last 
February 18 under the guise of a Mins-
trel show, at which time he attempted 
to make Eastern males progenitors of 
his dusky propaganda. Six female 
characters who spied on his demon-
stration pierced his fr~akish disguise 
and have proclaimed his villiany con-
cerning his undergraduate underworld. 
Fish with Buzzard 
President R. G. Buzzard became sud-
denly ill several days ago in order that 
Bob Burns His Model 
Wanted for plagiarization of Bob 
Burns, Jack Benny, Fred Allen and 
Professor Colseybur, Joseph Harold 
Henderson, Public Nit-Wit No. 1, alias 
Prince Hal, comes from a long lin-e of 
u,s.ed jokesters. Yet he still resents the 
unfailing insult flung at his every wise-
crack: "Page 13 in How to Be Funny 
in 300 Pages." Called upon for a 
typical witticism, Joe gave us this: "Do 
you know why they had to discontinue 
the Roman holidays?" "Nope." "Well, 
it was because of the overhead. The 
lions were eating up the prophets. 
Now tell us he doesn't deserve to 
die! 
In Pay of Moscow 
Suspected Hall Moll I 
.. I 
"Amy the Gwen" Oliver, the suspect-
ed go-between for foolhardy males in 
the notorious Amazon barracks, Pem-
berton Hall. This innocent looking 
witch (for such some say she is) has 
been accused of shanghaiing unsus-
pecting males into a kind of un-
chaperoned relation called a "date" 
with inmates of the infamous mead 
hall. Would-be victims are warned 
against such entangling relations, for 
rumor has it that tunnels exist which 
lead from this hall to each and every 
building on the Eastern front, making 
it possible for Amy and her clan to 
annihilate the 800 at any mom-ent. 
Plunderer of Athletes 
Call Me 'Slasher' 
Bearing beneath this smiling exter-
ior a heart as black as a stick of 
licorice, Glenn Edward Sunderman ap-
pears in the ~ole of arch-bull-session-
leader and perverter of morals in 
"Idiot's Delight." He was discov-ered 
writing a sonnet at midnight on March 
16 and has since been submitted to the 
third degree at frequent int ervals to 
no avail. He is expected to confess to 
a secret tragedy at any time, it is re-
ported. 
Sunderman may be recognized by a 
propensity for singing church hymns 
and a peculiar ability to roll his 
stomach. 
Kevin the Polyglot-
I 
Shady Entrepreneur 
The personality puss above is a 
disguise. Glen Cooper, known as Big-
Business Razz to the boys, in reality 
wears horn-rimmed spectacles and 
seldom smiles. Posing as an artist 
while conducting his shady enter-
prises is one of his favorite tricks. Be-
ware of anyone who offers to get you 
introduced to President Roosevelt, let 
you in on the ground floor of the Em-
pire State Building, or start any kind 
of business combination or corporation 
for any purpose, whatsoever. Cooper 
is now organizing a trust to protect 
the derrick on the building site from 
getting rusty. _Beware! 
quality of his voice and a habit of 
sticking his chin down his shirt front. 
Dr. Kevin J. Guinagh, age unknown, (The mustache is a fake. He wears it 
dark and lowering in appearance, is as a disguise.) 
now on payroll. He presents the page 7 
unmistakably questionable physiogn-
omy when in concentration. The lobe 
of his left ear is far too pendulous, in-
dicative of great mental strain. A type .
1 I of the depraved scholar who turns to 
the dead (Latin) as a source of in-
come, Guinagh is notorious as a fol-
lower of that antiquated spell-binder, 
Horace. There is an ominous rumor 
that he is a polyglot as well. 
He is easily recognzable by the nasal 
Join the throng . . · · 
who have changed to the 
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS 
For your bL·eakfast every mornng 
CAU 
EDGAR BELL, EI '40 
205 LINCOLN PHONE 1103 
Then there's Holmes. He has a 
racket. If you have been around the 
pits out at the track, in the study hall, 
in the pool hall down town, or any 
other place in Charleston where homo 
sapiens gather, you know what it is. MATHEMATICS • • • Revealed in his true character in 
reporters might not snap his picture Further charges against this felon are 
"Idiot's Delight," Dr. Charles Hubert as applied to the security and earning 
possibilities of the salaried man's extra 
for our roguish array. But we foxed Coleman is found to be one of the most 
him! Old files presented a striking dangerous fantics now at large. Evi-
picture of him wibh a fish so large that dence has for long indicated that 
rather than handling the fish-the fish Coleman receives weekly shipments of 
took charge of him and forced him to 
pose for this picture. This brings up 
his passion for fishing. He is suspect-
ed of secret affiliations with "foreign" 
fish magnates-a capitalist! 
---EISTc---
Reporter Snares Prexy 
Of Greek lntelligencia 
gold from Moscow. Further evidence 
is the undoubted fact that his wife 
bought him two new neckties this 
spring. The Hearst newspapers offer 
a r-eward of $10 for conclusive clews. 
Coleman can be readily recognized 
by his Trotsky brow, foreign-made eye-
glasses, and subversive speech. 
---EISTc---
Be up to date - Wear a modern 
Under charges of going to a Kapoa style wrist watch. See our new models 
multitudinous. The number of inno-
cent freshmen and other again-hope-
ful trackmen desiring to make the I 
team each spring who find themselves 
crowded out of one event after an-
other by this s inuous, sinister, insidi-
ous culprit is so great as to be startling. 
King Furniture 
Company 
Rug~, Stoves, Oil Stoves, Gas Stoves 
-Complete Line of Used and 
New Furniture. 
610 VanBuren St. PHONE 960 Delta Pi meeting while sane, Katherine of Elgins, Walthams and Hamiltons Shores (visage pictured at left) is be- \ today. C. P. Coon, 408 Sixth St. 
ing sought 'bY federal authorities. She .-------------------------------~ 
may easily be recognized, I 
or so it is rumored, by a 
propensity for borrowiag 
pen knives, watch charms, 
bracelets and other gad-
gets with which to enter-
tain herself. Do not b-e 
fooled by the blonde hair, 
she may don a wig to-
morrow to carry on her K. Shores 
spreading of propaganda 
for Kappa Delta Pi, W AA, Sigma Tau 
Delta, Sigma Delta and everything I 
cl~. I 
I 
Remember Mother- I 
Popular Knee .1engcl 
HOSIERY 
Fall 
Falrioaal 
49!. 
4 - thread llilk 
chiffons w i t Ia 
comfort able 
L a s t e x tops. 
Spring shades. 
Sizes 81h-10Jn. 
Silvel' Moon 
Gowns & Pajamas 
Rayon 
Knit 
98~ 
Attractive 1 y 
styled - some 
tailored, others 
trimmed w i t h 
d a i n t y lace. 
Very well made! 
Sizes 15-16-17. 
- with a picture on Mother's Day. 11 
The time to have it taken is now. I 
ThePlaceis J c PENNEY co The Artcraft Studio II 
South Side Square Phone 598 I I I 
~------------------------------~ 
dollars 
TEACHES • • • 
that of the modern plans used, many 
may result in total loss of capital and 
interest, while 
LIFE INSURANCE ... 
alone guarantees 100 per cent security 
of capital, and may give increased' 
earnings to your family up to several 
hundred per cent 
CONSULT 
H. NOLAN SIMS -EI 30 
-Telephone 354 R epresenting Charleston, Ill. 
SUN LIFE ASSURANCE CO. of CANADA 
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Six . More of Eastern's Rip-Roaring Rogues in Review 
Ruth-less P unster 
Don Cavi.us is as Ruth-less as his 
deep bass voice is grating on the 
nerves. Charges against him are many. 
Any time from nine to eleven P. 
M. on Monday night his chosen vic-
tims may awaken to the fact that 
they are being abducted to the Courier 
building for the sole and express pur-
pose of makirig it possible to read 
such nonsense as this Tuesday 
Know Don by one infallible sign. If 
you are talking with a guy who ruins 
a perfectly good conversation with a 
pun, it's him. 
These are not Quincy, Kevin, Glenn 
Huron and Sim you see here, actually. 
Their suave pedagogic exteriors have 
been cleverly acquired that they may 
implant in the unsuspecting BOO's heads 
their Mussolinian, Hitleristic, Stalin-
Court Action Restrains 'Idiot's 
Delight'; Jeopardizes 80 Reps 
(By Staff Reporter) 
Acting upon a petition signed by 436 'students, faculty, and alumni, Judge 
Poker Face has issued an injunction restraining Professor Colseybur from 
printing his sensational diary. This action came as a thunderbolt to the read-
ers of the News. It was believed that the diary contained startling exposures 
Which would jeopardize the standing of not ,less than eigh_ty students and 
perhaps as many faculty and towns-+----------·~------
. people. It was also intimated that an H • D • C d unb~lieva:ble amount of hitherto un- / IS Iary ensore 
PUbliShed information concerning the / 
academic mind was contained within 
the pages of Colseybur's memento. _ 
When interviewed late last night, 
Prof. C'olseybur refused to make any 
statement for/ the press. "What could 
I say ·that would .be of any interest to 
you?" the Prof. rambled on. "All my 
diary contained were a few notes I had 
jotted down while waiting for my op-
Ponent to bid." 
Colseybur sat in his study, apparent-
Prof. Hella.n'dreinagh Colseybur 
ly unmoved by the storm of disap- talking shop?" The professor actually 
proval that has :been sweeping t!he looked beaten for a moment. 
campus since .the News carried the "Oh, we don't mind. Your classes are 
scoop concerning the publication of so interesting. Why all the students 
Idiot's Delight. Slightly grey around 
the temples, the noted savant was oth-
erwise in the best of humor. He bade 
us be seated, and offering us one of 
Dr. Cook's' .big cigars, conversed freely 
upon science, politics, art, :business, and 
religion. 
"My diary? lt is nothing," C'olseybur 
informed us. "I seldom ~ite for pub-
say--." 
"Do they? Really, now, tell me what 
all they do say," Colseybur interrupted 
eagerly. 
"Why, they say your classes are so in-
teresting." 
"Oh, is that all?" All life seemed 
(Continued on Page 10) 
lication. All my articles come bac·k to .----------------• 
me. When just out of college, ·I hoped 
to make a living V<Titing.. Later I hop-
ed to make a living. Recently I have 
found other interests. I have taken 
up bowling and do a little carpentering 
on the side." 
"How did you happen to become a 
professor?" we ventured. 
MISS MARIAN McMORRIS 
MRS. CARRIE MOCK 
DRESSMAKING 
and 
ALTERATIONS 
"I never wanted .to he a teacher. I ¥OUR BUSINESS APPRECIATED 
never wanted to be a professor. If Linder Bldg. Room 14. Tel. 661 
you're ra ,poor teacher, sooner or later 
you become a professor. It's your des-
tiny." Here Colseybur hesitated, as if 
in deep thought. He eontinued, "I 
just happened to think, I forgot to 
make out the six-weeks' ·grades." 
"You were speaking about education, 
weren't you?" we interrupted. 
"Was I?" OolSeybur asked with the 
innocence of a lamb. 
CROWDE.R & 
WILLIAMS 
PAINTS, WALL iPAPER 
and GLASS 
· "Weren't you?" we shot ba.ck, hop-
ing to catch .the great man off guard. 
t 419 6th St. "Why on earth did you let me star Telephone 993 
KEITH'S 
BAKERY 
SPECIAL 
ORDERS 
SOLICITED 
BAKERS O-F 
CHARLESTON'S 
LEADING BREAD 
WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE 
Oppressor of Underfed 
Milton Siegel seems to be a walking 
advertisement for the Phi Sig dining 
service until one learns of the victims, 
, James R ice and Marvin Upton, from 
whom this glutton has robbed the 
bread of life. 
BRADING'S istic and Marxismatic doctrines with-
out fear of being removed to Coles 
County's rodent community on Seventh 
and Van Buren. Although silent in 
chapel, these wily disciples of Hecate 
brew their mystic alphabet soup in 
rooms 32, 38, 6 and 35 with deluding 
aspects of frankness. In the cinema 
world they're known as Wlliam Powell, 
John Boles, Edward: G. Robinson and 
Frankenstein. 
SHOE REP AIRING 
Quality Material and 
Prompt Service 
417 7th St. PHONE 173 
FLASH!!!!! 
The hitherto unpublished diary of 
Prof. Hellandreinagh Colseybur has 
not been discovered in its entirety-
but a News reporter accidental'ly ran 
across a few pages of it. Thousands of 
dollars are being spent in the search 
for the remaining (and major) portion. 
REJUVENATION 
of Your Spring Clothes 
CHARLESTON CLEANERS & DYERS 
610 Sixth St. BYRON B. MILLER 
.,, 
• WHEN WE IMPROVE QUALITY-that's fine. When we reduce cost-
that's fine, too. When we do both-when we improve quality 
and reduce cost-then that's a bargain, and it's the best of all. 
Transportation is a bargain today on our modern-minded railroads, for 
it is vastly better than it has ever been before, and its cost is less than 
at any other time in modern history. We of the illinois Central System 
are proud of the present merchandising situation of the railroads, to 
which we have largely contributed. 
You can travel fast, safely and in style today at 2 cents a mile and 
less, with low-cost meals at your 
seats, free pillows, air-conditioning, 
courteous attention to your needs 
·-everything designed for your 
comfort and to please you. 
Your freight' will travel faster and 
better, too, and be handled in more 
convenient style-and still the aver-
age rate collected ·on all freight will 
be slightly less than 1 cent per ton 
per mile, which is not quite four-
fifths of the 1921 average. 
A CONTEST • • • 
Four cash prizes, ranging from $100 
to $25 and totaling $250, will be 
awarded student readers of our ad-
vertisements in colleges and univer-
sities throughout the Middle West 
and South for typewritten essays of 
from 300 to 500 words on "What I 
Like Best in Modern Railroading-
and Why." The closing date will be 
May 10, awards by June 1. Address 
me at Chicago fcir reference material 
and to submit your essays. 
Phone 404 
II 
ILLINOIS [E TRAL SYSTEM 
----A N ILLINOIS R AILROAD.----
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Panthers Take 91-40 Beating 
At Hands of SIN U Thin clads 
Bob's 5' 9'' Isn't Quite Good Enough TC High Wins 
·-------,---------------
Carbondale Slams Dashes But I 
Yields to El Distance Combin- I 
a tion In Friday Meet 
F eaturing grand slams in the short 
dashes, shot -put and broad jump, the 
Southerners from Carbondale ran away 
FARRAR SEEING 
Bg . . . . 
J oh n Farra r 
Triangle Tilt 
Local H. S. Team Garners 70 
Points; Lerna, Toledo Combin-
ed Receive 62; Endsley Wins 
The T. C. High track team came out 
comfortfllbly ahead in a triangular 
meet held on the college field Thurs-
day afternoon, defea.ting Lerna and 
Toledo -by 70 ,points to the combined 
62 points of the last two named. The 
cold weather and poor condition of the 
track prevented any unusual showing 
of any of the athletes, although Ends-
ley, fleet-footed T. C. Track star, ran 
the 100 yard dash in 10:6 and the 440 
with their fourth dual meet in four Last week this column predicted that 
years against the Panthers Friday Wesleyan would down the Panther 
to win 91-40. However the SINUS nine, Bob Anderson would win the two 
were unable t o cope with Angus' dis- mile run against Carbondale, Dayton 
tance stars, who captured all three would win the mile, and the Detroit 
places in both the mile and two mile. Eed Wings would win the S.tanley Cup. 
John Dayton t ook an easy first in the These predictions all materialized. We 
mile with Jack Zahnle beating out also forecast the Macomb game, which 
Broyles for second place. Bob Ander- was postponed due to a conflict of 
son, dogged by his two shadows, schedules. 
Broyles and Brother Earl, turned in This week we see the golf team de-
his :usual excellent two mile, nearly I feating Normal, the tennis team losing 
lappmg a Carbondale entrant. to Normal, the baseball team losing to 
Bob Holmes, versatile Panther, was ! against Carbondale. He took second in yard dash in 57:5. Of the 62 points not 
forced down to third in the high jump the javelin and third in the pole vault. captured by T. C., Lerna took 19lh and 
Tol-edo 42 ¥2. Rice of Toledo won the 
The only' other first won by Eastern wesleyan and Normal, and 'again Bob 
was in the high hurdles, in which Rid- Anderson winning the two mile against 
shot with a toss of 44 f·eet and five Eastern Golfers Eke Out Second Win ~ches which h~ made without bot~er-
mg to remove h1s sweat clothes. Qumn, 
ey was best in 16.5 time. Normal with Dayton taking the mile. While Net Team Succumbs to Normal also of Toledo, hurled the javelin 133 feet. . 
Payton Wins In All Events 
Payton, the handsome colored Car-
bondale track captain, was individual 
high point winner for the SINUS 
getting nothing but firsts in his three 
events. He turned in a 22.6 220 yard 
dash, a 25.9 low hurdles and a 10:3 
100 yard dash. In the hurdles he was 
barely able to beat out Harold Young-
er, EI's best. 
Bob Holmes, aJl around EI athlete, 
gathered only a second and two-thirds 
in his events, the high jump, pole 
vault and javelin against strong com-
petition. He was handicapped by a 
sprained ankle sustained in the pole 
vault. 
Joe Henderson, against his old riv-
als, Hinkley and Cole, and his own 
teammate, Holmes, was unable to place 
in the high jump after it went past 
5 feet 10 inches. The Carbondale aces 
were satisfied with a tie for first 
place, although they could have gone 
higher. 
Before the meet Carbondale repor·ted 
that their greatest strength was in the 
half mile and quarter. However, John 
Dayton, EI iron man, gave Sutton a 
terrific stretch battle after a furious 
dual on the last curve with GTisko, 
Sutton's teammate, to take second. 
Dayton had just finished winning the 
mile: 
~ Farrar Gets Spiked 
/ John Farrar, Eastern hope in the 
quarter, was badly spiked on the first 
turn in his race and forced to · accept 
a third place. He was unable to run 
in the fast relay, in which Younger, 
Stahl, Talbott and Culbertson put up 
splendid competition. It was Stahl's 
first quarter mile this year. 
The results are as follows: 
Mile run- Dayton, EI, first; Zahnle, 
EI, second; Broyles, EI, third. Time, 
4:50.3. 
440-yard run - Strauz; SINU, first; 
Parsons, SINU, second; Farrar, EI, 
third. Tl.me, 54.6. 
100-yard dash - Payton, SINU, first; 
Hill, SINU, second; Jones, SINU, third. 
Time, 10.3. 
120-yard high hurdles - Ridey, EI, 
first; Adkins, SINU, second; Wylie, 
SINU, third. Time, 16.5. 
880-yard run - Sutton, SINU, first; 
Dayton, EI, second; Grisko, SINU, 
thrd. Time, 2:06.9. 
220-yard dash - Payton, SINU, 
first; Strauz, SINU, second; Hill, SINU, 
third. Time, 22.6. 
Two-mile run - Anderson, R., EI, 
first; Broyles, EI, second; Anderson, 
E., EI, third. Time, 10:30.6. 
220-low hurdles - Payton, SINU, 
first; Younger, EI, second; Ridey, EI, 
third. Time, 25.9. 
Shot-put - North, SINU, first; 
Huntley, SINU, second; Moncloni, 
SINU, third. Distance, 40 feet 2 
inches. 
Discus - Deacon, SINU, first; Tru-
No matter what-
your eat ing ;problem 
m ay be 
WERDEN'S GROC. 
I S THE ANSWER 
Just off the South Side Sq. on 6th 
Old rivalries will be renewed when 
State Normal's track squad competes 
here next Friday. Jim Bush, tiny Nor-
mal two miler, will r~new his feud 
with Bob Anderson. For three years 
these runnel'S have competed in track 
and cross-country, with Anderson hold-
ing the majority of wins. ·watch the 
two mile run Friday for your share of 
thrills! Also Bob Smith, the Normal 
miler, will renew his battle with John 
Dayton. Last year Smith and Dayton 
st~ed three brilliant races with the 
outcome always in doubt until the fin-
ish. 
Panther Golfers Round Out 8-7 
Win Over L e a t h e r n e c k s ; 
Oglesby Claims Low Score 
By Clarence Carlson 
Friday, April 16, Eastern's golf team 
met Macomb's golfers in a return en-
gagement on the wind-swept, tricky 
Macomb Country Club course. The 
greatly improved Macomb team put up 
such a gallant fight that Eastel'n's 
team was barely able to nose out a 
close 8-7 victory. 
Bud Oglesby took low honors for the 
day with a 79. Galloway and Kalin 
of Macomb tied for second low wi-th 81 With the major league baseball sea-
son just beginning, we feel that we · each. 
should pick some champions, so- for 
the American League, the Detroit Tig-
ers; for the National League, the St. 
Louis Cardinals. 
The Carbondale track squad showed 
plenty of class last week and they are 
sure to be comtenders in the Teachers 
College meet at Normal, May 8. In our 
opinion the outsta.nding race of the 
day was the 220 yard low hmdles in 
which Gene Payton of Southern beat 
Harold Younger of the Panther squad 
by inches in a fast race. 
The Illinois Wesleyan baseball nine 
should be able to play bridge. There 
is an Oswald and also a Jacoby on the 
varsity. Oswald is the third sacker and 
Jacoby the catcher. 
lock, SINU, second; Keyes, SINU, 
third. Distance, 122 feet 6 inches. 
Javelin - . Hillyard, SINU, first; 
Holmes, EI, second; Haverstock, EI, 
third. Distance, 161 feet 4 inches. 
Running broad-jump - Hill, SINU, 
first; Cole, SINU, second; Wilson, 
SINU, third. Distance, 21 feet 10 
inches. 
Pole vault - Rains, SINU, Wilson, 
SINU, tied for first; Holmes, EI, third. 
Height, 11 feet. 
High jump - Hinkley, SINU, Cole, 
SINU, tied for first; Holmes, EI, third. 
Height, 5 feet 11 inches. 
Mile relay - SINU, first (Odum, 
Frazier, Parsons, Sutton); EI, second 
(Younger, Culbertson, Talbott, Stahl). 
Time, 3:44.5. 
The .box score: 
Player 1st 9 2nd 9 18 Pts. 
Oglesby .................... 40 39 79 3 
Galloway (M) ....... .41 4(} 81 0 
Carlson .................... 44 41 85 0 
Kalin (M) .............. 41 40 81 3 
Baker ........................ 48 46 94 ~~ 
Myers (M) .............. 45 46 91 2% 
Newell ...................... 47 43 90 3 
Paulson (M) .......... 48 45 00 0 
Gates ........................ 43 44 87 Ph 
Kowalski .................. 45 0 
Kirkpatrick (M) .... - 42 87 1% 
EISTC 
Eastern's Golf Squad 
To Meet Normal Next 
Normal university will send her 
golfers to Eastern for a match with 
the winning Easterners next Saturday. 
Coach F. A. Beu's team, led. by Ken-
neth "Bud" Oglesby and Clarence 
Carlson, has two victories and no 
losses to its credit this year, having 
licked Macomb twice. 
On their own Country club course, 
the Panthers should . have a dist'inct 
advantage over the Normal outfit. 
BURBECK 
ELECTRIC & RADIO CO. 
Complete Radio Servi-ce for 
All Makes 
Electrical Appliances, Wiring 
and Lighting Fixtures. 
"We have it, can get it, or 
it isn't made" 
604 6th St. PHONE 474 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
• 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR 
DRESS GOODS 
HATS 
COATS 
DRESSES 
SPORTS WEAR 
MUSIC 
Welcomes You! 
You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the 
quality we have. Every item of high grade and 
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything fol' 
the girl . ' : i i J _; [!jj:IIJ 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render 
service at all times. Expert operator. 
• ALEXANDER'S 
Red Bird Racqueteers Take EI 
S-1 In Matches There Satur-
day; Peterson Is Only Winner 
Eastern's racqueteers bowed humbly 
to Normal Saturday, April 18 in their 
first tennis match of the season with a 
score of 5-1 in matches. Carl P eterson 
was the only one to come through 
with a win for Eastern. "The Normal 
team was superior," says Coach Sey-
mour. "A longer period for condition-
ing made possible by Normal's concrete 
courts gave them a lot of advantage." 
In the singles Adams of Normal De-
feated Anderson 6-2, 6-2 in sets; Odell 
of Normal won from Cole 6-2, 6-4; 
Peterson chalked up one for Eastern by I 
defeating Blakeman of Normal 7-5, 
4-6, 6-4; Dean Fling lost to Beckman 
of Normal 6-4, 6-2. 
In the doubles Anderson and Cole 
lost to Adams and Odell 6-2, 4-6, 6-3 j 
while Peterson and Fling were beaten 
by Blakeman and Hare of Normal 6-4, 
6-1. 
Normal is to return the meet on 
Eastern's courts Friday or Saturday, 
May 23 or 24. 
---EI.Tc---
Spring reminds you of flowers 
and Carrol's Flower Shop. 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plwnbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work. 
PHONE 295 
Clive Diek, Mgr. 
Thursday's meet was 1he second of 
the year for T. G., the uther having 
taken place at Oakland last Tuesday 
at whi-ch time T. C. defeated their op-
ponents by a 75-35 score. 
The summaries: 
100-yard dash-Endsley CT . C.) Time, 
10:6. 
220 low hurdles---<Plummer (Lerna). 
Time, 31:1. 
Mile--Hayes and Moore (T. C.) Time 
5:21. 
220 dash~Endsley CT. C .) Time, 25 :1. 
Continued on Next Page 
MEN ! 
Hair G r o w i n g Treat-
ments with the Xervac 
Hair Growing Machine. 
In addition I ndirect Diad-
thermia, Radiation, H a~ ~~¥>a'l3.ge . a n d Stimu~ail~ P. ..~·Hnr> ... eacn mch-
Vldual r equrres can now be 
had at Peters' Marinello 
Beauty Shop. 
Treatments under the per-
sonal superVision of w. c 
Peters, specializing in hatf 
and scalp treatment . Hair 
will grow in any type bald-
ness in over 80% of cases. 
Why add age to your appear-
ance with a bald head? 
Private Booth for Men 
PETERS' 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
PHONE 1506 North Side Square 
..~ .· . 
I ::! < - • ' • 
A nnouncement !!! 
Plan right now to have one of the finest 
SUMMER SUITS to be had, a real PALM 
BEACH. We are going to handle the 
GENUINE GOODALL line, and what a 
real Dressy Suit, just right for the season's 
finest Proms .................................................... .. 
SHIRT S 
Just loads of Shlrts just in time 
to dress up when you remove 
your coat and welcome summer to 
the campus. 
NE1CKWEAR 
r~v:?~:~~~If~ ~~~ 9 8 C 
est in stripes, con-
trasting colors, too, 
and they are bea,u-
ties. A Shirt for 
98c and a tie for 
98c. 
DRESS SOCKS 
The hose headquarters for the 
college students, t he finest to be 
had, and so reasonably priced, too. 
19c, 25c, 3 for $1.00 
DRESS ·OXFORDS 
You still have time to pick a pair 
of Dress Oxfords priced so low 
we know you will want to choose 
a couple at the price--
$ 1.99--$2.99 
WEST SIDE Formerly Murray's SQUARE 
YOUR DOLLAR GOES FARTHER AT ROss·s j 
. . 
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Panther Nine Loses Initial Battle of Season to 
Hard-Slugiitg Illinois Wesleyan Stars, 16 to 5 
· ----------------------------------------------------------
E~~e,J~~~~ ~::::;:n t~i~:!:! We Seek Revenge Against Them Wed. 
Hits in Five Innings. 
The Panthers lost their initial base-
ball game to the hard-slugging Illinois 
wesleyan stars by a score of 16-5 here 
last Thursday afternoon. 
Earl Jones, the ace of the Eastern 
pitching staff, held Wesleyan to seven 
hits 'in five innings. Wendel "Jitter-
Bug" Brown took over mound duties 
after H. Jones' ,pinch-hit for E. Jones 
in the fifth inning. Brown was touch-
ed for three hits in the sixth and sev-
enth. Wood, a freshman prospect, re-
placed Brown in the eighth, but was 
hammered for seven hits in the last 
two innings. 
The big bat stays in the Carlock 
fam'ily this year. Charley Carlock led 
the field with four bingles out of five 
trips to the plate, consisting of two 
singles, one double and a home run. 
Dick Hutton played his first game 
for Eastern at the hot corner. Dick 
had a little bad luck in early innings 
but came through like a veteran in the 
final inning with two assists and one 
put-out. Hutton made good four out 
of five chances. 
El Scores on Carlcck's Homer 
The fifth inning rolled around with 
things looking bad for Eastern. H. 
These are the hard-hitting illinois 
Wesleyan athletes who took our team 
into camp here last Thursday and are 
scheduled for a return encounter Wed-
nesday, April 21, at Wesleyan. With 
his fingers crossed, Coach Lantz is hop-
ing to avenge the crushing 16-4 de-
feat handed the Panthers here. 
Cook Discusses 
Subject Combinations 
(Continued from Page 4) 
Jones pinch hit for E. Jones. He Latin should prepare to teach this 
slammed out a single to right field. subject. 
Kessinger flied out to Thomas, the Teaching combinations with Latin-
Wesleyan center fielder. R. Carlock When we investigate the teaching com-
connected and sent a hard-hit ball to binations of a sampling of 100 teach- ' 
deep left-center field. Nelson, Wes- ers of Latin in Dlinois high schools we 
leyan left fielder, rubbed the horseshoe find that 6 are teaching, only Latin, 65 
in his hip pocket and made a sensa- are teaching in two fields, and 22 are 
tional catch of Carlock's drive. It was teaching in three fields, and 7 are 
two down, Jones on first. Charles teaching in four or more fields. A 
"Slug" Carlook! stepped to the .plate higher percentage than this are teach-
and took two balls and one strike. On ing in three or more fields in the 
the next ball he hit hard to deep left- smaller high schools. 
Coach Fred H. Parker's "Meandering 
Methodists" have blazed a triumphant 
trail through Dixie this spring on a 
training trip, playing ten games in six 
different states on their 2,300 mile 
tour. Now they are going on to what 
looks like a repeat of their many suc-
cessful bids for the Little 19 confer-
ence championship. 
Wesleyan Baseball Mentor 
Coach Fred H. Parker 
TC Walks on Oakland, 78-34 
center for a homer, scoring behind A tabulation of 100 requests for TC allowed Oakland to win only two 
Jones. Liddle knocked a fly to the Latin teachers reveals that other sub- firsts in the first Coles county meet 
center fielder, ending an exciting in- jects occurred in combination with it last Tuesday to take it 78 to 34. Ends-
ning. as follows: !ley won three firsts for the Blue and 
Wesleyan Scores Six in Sh::th 1 Subjed Number of Occurances Gold, not to mention a second in the 
Brown, Eastern hurler, walked Mil- English ......... .. ..... .................... 54 broad jump. Carrol did the same thing 
ton, his rival pitcher. Due to errors Music ....... ... .............................. 23 and Mirus duplicated the feat without I 
by the Eastern teamsters, Wozniak, Speech ............................. ......... 23 the second .place. Day compiled ten l 
Thomas . and Menendez got on base social studies ...................... 22 points on seconds and thirds. 
and scmed. Swanson, who replaced Girls' Physical Education .... 17 
Nelson in left field, grounded out to Home Economics .................. 13 
Brown. Oswold knocked out a three- Mathematics .................. ........ 11 with a French minor. 
bagger. Temple grounded out to Commerce ......... .......... .'.......... 8 Opportunities for t eachers of Ger-
Brown. Peterson hit a swinging bunt General Science .................. 6 man-Less than two per cent of Illinois 
in front of the plate but was tossed Frenc.h .... ........ .......................... 6 high schools with an enrollment lower 
out by the flashy red-headed Panther Mens' Physical Education.. 4 than 500 pupils offer German. A va-
catcher. Biology ........ ............................ 3 caney for a teacher of German is re-
Panthers Show Pep in Last Frame The extra-curricular activities which ported to the Bureau of Teacher Place- · 
Kessinger singled to center field in Latin teachers are required to direct in ment about once every two years. 
the last inning. R. Carlock took a order of frequency are: dramatics, Next week: Requirements andl com-
third strike. Kessinger stole second declamatory, glee club, band, orchestra, binations for physical and biological 
and then showed a lot of speed to athletics, journalism, debate. sciences. 
score from second on C. Carlock's fly Opportunities for teachers of 
to center field. Weekley flied out to French-Less than one per cent of 
center field, ending the ball game. high schools with an enrollment of 
EASTERN AB H R E fewer than 100 pupils offer French. 
.... Gebhart's Stores 
South Side Square 
Kessinger, ss ... .. ................ .4 1 1 1 Twenty-two per cent with an enroll-
RC. CCaarrlloocckk, 2rbf .................... 55 04 21 01 ment between 101-250 and 56 per cent ~1~i~E .................................. $6.95 
· ' ···················· with an enrollment between 251-500 of-
Weekley, 1b ........................ 5 1 0 1 fer two years of this subject. During 
Liddle, c .... ............... ..... .... ..4 1 0 0 the past two years the Bureau of 
Curry, cf ... ... ...................... ..4 0 0 1 Teacher placement has had ten re-
Hutton, 3b ...... .. .. ................ 1 0 0 1 quests for an English or Latin major 
Horton, 1b .......................... 2 0 0 1 
E. Jones, p ..... .. : .................. 1 0 0 0 
Brown, p ............................ 1 0 0 0 
Woods, p ....... ..... ..... ...... ...... ... 1 0 0 0 
Wilson* ................................ 1 0 0 0 
Jones* .................................. 1 1 1 0 
Totals .. .......................... .. .. 35 8 5· 6 
*Wilson batted for Wood in the sev-
enth, H. Jones batted for E. Jones in 
the fifth. 
WESLEYAN AB H R E 
Wazniak, ss .......................... 5 0 2 0 
Thomas, cf .......... ................ 6 2 2 0 
Menendez, 2b .................... 6 2 1 0 
Nelson, If ......................... ... 3 1 1 0 
Swanson, lf* ................... ... 3 1 1 1 
Oswald, 3b .... ...................... 4 4 3 1 
Temple, 1b .......................... 6 2 3 0 
Peterson, rf ........................ 5 2 0 0 
Jacoby, c ............................ 6 2 1 1 
Milton, p 
....... ....................... 1 0' 1 0 
Lukes, p* ... .. ....................... 2 0 1 0 
Totals ........................... .47 16 16 3 
•swanson replaced Nelson in the 
sixth, Lukes relieved Milton in the 
seventh. 
The score by inings: 
Eastern .................. 0 o o o 3 o 2 o 1- 5 
Wesleyan ... ........... 0 3 2 o o 6 1 1 3-16 
The summary: 
Two base hits: C. Carlock, Charles-
ton; Nelson, Wesleyan. Three base 
hits: Swanson and Menedez, Wesley-
an. Home runs: Oswald, Wesleyan; 
C. Carlock, Charleston. Left on bases: 
Wesleyan, 12; Charleston, 8. Double 
plays: Charleston, 2; Wesleyan, 2. 
Base on balls: off Brown, 2; off Jones, 
4; off Woods, 1; off Milton, 2; off 
Lukes, 2. Strike outs: by Jones, 5; by 
Milton, 3; by Lukes, 4. Hits: off Jones, 
7; off Brown, 3; off Woods, 7; off 
Milton, 5; off Lukes, 8. 
Those White Shoes 
from 'last year are worth 
a good repair job. 
BRING THEM TO 
Campbell's Electric 
Shoe Shop 
Just South of Square on 7th St. 
BOLEY'S ICE CREAM 
FACTORY 
Jumbo Cones .......................... Sc 
Mal ted Milks ........................ 1 Oc 
4 DOORS SOUTH OF JAIL 
A Full Line of Seat Covers 
with 
CHOCOLATES 
Your gift of Whitman's 
Chocolates will give Mother 
double pleasure- it is from 
you and it is the finest in 
candy. Make your selection 
NOW. 
The Sampler • • • finest 
variety of chocolates in 
the world. 17 oz. $1.50 
The Fairhil/ • •• outstand-
ing box of favorite 
chocolates at, lb. $1.00 
Other Whitman's pack-
ages- direct to us from the 
makers- at 25~ to $7.50 
The Candy .Shop 
East Side Square-Phone 270 
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···················································· TC Hig~h Wins 
ANGUS SLATES ALL DUAL Triangular Meet-:-
, ENCOUNTERS FOR FRIDAYS continued from Preceding Page 
Latest revision of the track schedule 
reveals that all meets will be on Fri-
days exc-ept the Teachers College and 
State meets. DeKalb has been secured 
for April 30, there, while the date of 
the Macomb meet has been changed 
from May 15 to Ma.y 14. The State 
meet at Monmouth will be May 22. 
Next year Coach W. S. Angus ex-
pects to schedule eight meets, if tht: 
sports appropriation is not cut again. 
•.••••......••......•........•........• , .. ....•..... 
DID YOU KNOW-
440 dash--Endsley (T. C.) Time, 57:5. 
Half-mile-Hayes and Moore (T. C.) 
Time, 2:17. 
High jump--Carroll (T. C.) Height, 
5 ft. 3 in. 
Pole vault-Becker (Lerna). Height, 
9 ft. 6 in. 
Shot put-Rice (Toledo). Distance, 
44 f.t. 5 in. 
Discus-Rice (Toledo). Distance, 98 
feet. 
Javelin--Quinn (Toledo). Distance 
133 feet. 
D>.d you know ..... Tony Can- l---------------
zoneri gets sick on cigarettes, but can 
smoke long, black cigars with the 
greatest of ease .... Coach John Nich-
olson of the Notre Dame track squad 
believes that in Greg Rice, sophomore 
miler from Missoula, Montana, he hae 
a boy who will be able to run with 
the fastest m'ilers in the country next 
yea.r . . . Rice, who has been improv-
ing each week, won the central inter-
collegiate mile last month in 4:16.3. 
For the Best .... 
in Shoe Repairing 
GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP 
W. C. FITZPATRICK 
PHONE 74 
1st door West of Sq. on Jackson 
--• LINCOLN_•--
TUESDAY BARGAIN DAY 
10c TO ALL TILL 5:30, THEN 10c & 15c 
Arthur TREA~CHER-Patricia ELLIS 
Robert KENT 
bl 
Step Lively Jeeves 
ADDED-40 MINUTES SHORT SUBJECTS 
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY APRIL 21-22 
Barbara ST ANWYCK-Joel McCREA 
In 
Internes Can't Take Money 
with 
Lloyd NOLAN-Stanley RIDGES 
ri~AT. lOc & 25c EVE. lOc & 30c 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY APRIL 23-24 
Bl& DOUBLE,!\ _.ILL.! 
- . ·, . 
Bette DAVIS 
in 
Marked Woman 
with 
Humphrey BOGART -Eduardo CIA.NELLI 
~ 
Outcast of Poker Flat 
with 
Preston FOSTER-Jean MUIR 
MATINEE 25c EVENING 30c 
SUNDAY-MONDAY APRIL 25-26 
Paul MUNI -:- Miriam HOPKINS 
• In 
The Woman I Love 
with Louis HAYWARD 
CONTINUOUS SUNDAY COMEDY-ACT 
-----Z•REX THEATRE e:z:..__ __ _ 
TUES.-WED.-THURS. ADM. 10c-20c 
BIG DOUBLE BILL! 
2 Wise Maids 
with 
Allison SKIPWORTH-Polly MORAN 
plus 
WC .. FIELDS 
In 
Man on the Flying Trapeze 
SHOWS FROM 6 :45 
FRIDAY -SATURDAY APRIL 23-24 
Charles ST ARRETT-Rosalind KEITH 
In 
We stbound Mail 
MATINEE SATURDAY ADM. 10c-20c 
r. 
Page Ten 
Court Guards 
Prof's Diary 
(Continued from Page 7) 
to leave the great man. 
"Your diary, Professor Colseybur -
you know the court has issued an in-
junction--." 
"Yes, yes, I know." 
"What was in it?" 
"Just a few notes about communism 
and drinking on the campus. Nothing 
that would interest the general public." 
"Anything else?" 
By this time we actually felt as if 
we had known Professor Colseybur all 
our life. Really, we have only taken 
four courses under him. 
"Well, I think I said something 
about athletics," Colseybur replied, 
weighing his words carefully. 
"You believe athletics are on the 
wane?" 
"Possibly so. I am not sure. Opin-
ions differ." 
"Do you think the United States is 
going fascist?" we boldly queried. 
Globe Trotter 
Miss N athile McKay 
A letter recently received by Mrs. Jay 
B. MacGregor from Miss Nathile Mc-
Kay, former dean of women at East-
ern, sta-tes that she is now traveling in 
Austria. Miss McKay has been work-
ing on her doctorate at the University 
of London in London, England, for the 
past year. 
Charlestonites 
Gets Arts Prizes 
"Possibly so. I am not sure," was the 
reply. 
"Is it true that you are writing a new Three of the four Charleston people 
book?" We picked up a copy of the die- who remained at the Western Arts as-
tionary and began thwnbing the pages. sociation convention at Columbus, 
"My Magnwn opus! My magnum Ohio, last week while drawings were 
opus!" Here Co,lseybur burst into rhap- made for prizes given by arts supplies 
sody. "Into it I am putting the re- companies won some award. Pauline 
flections of a lifetime. I have made a Sours won an artist print of "The 
startling discovery. Students don't Self-Portrait of Vincent Van Gough," 
study. Would you believe it? Students I June Bowers got a year's subscription 
don't study." I to "The Magazine of Art" ~nd Mr. 
"Some of ,the same ideas as you have Wayne P. Hughes received a package 
in your diary?" we calmly asked. of varied kinds of Higgins ink. 
"Yes, oh yes, all of them," Colseybur In all eleven students and teachers 
shot back. "You must understand attended the Ohio meeting, staying 
that something is vitally wrong with three or four days. 
education today. Too much theory. 
Why, when I was a boy--. Well, 
something must be done. Too many 
fads and frills. Too many fraternities. 
Too many sororities. My classes aren't 
as big as they used to be. My course 
in animal husbandry among the And-
aman Islanders is full of meat. Yet 
There were about forty prizes given 
a!together. To qualify, a card given to 
each person wishing to try for a prize 
had to be punched at all the com-
mercial exhibit booths at the conven-
tion. They were then mixed and draw-
ings were made. 
---EI&Tc:---
my students would rather go to dances MACGREGOR TO SPEAK 
than attend class." 
"Is that what you said in your AT DECATUR SCHOOL 
diary?" We tried to head him off. 
Dr. Jay B. MacGregor is to speak to 
the parent teachers association of the 
Dennis school, one of Decatur's ele-
mentary schools, Thursday, April 23, at 
3 p. m. He will talk on certain phases 
of grading, including report cards, and 
on gen eral principles of child psychol-
ogy. 
--- EI8TC---
"Not all! My diary was purely per-
sonal, you understand. In a diary I 
could talk freely and personally about 
campus life .... about chapel, dances, 
Kappa Delta Pi, the Fidelis, the His-
tory department, the EducatiO>n depart-
ment .... I could even mention names, 
names like Gene Lederer, Joo Hender-
son, Josephine Thomas, Mary Jane 
Kelly, Don Cavins, and thooe worth- STUDENT HAS INFLUENZA 
less whelps who run the T. C. News 
.... and I could even tell what I think 
of my colleagues ... . but you wouldn't 
be interested in that . . . . You'll be 
much more interested in my m agnum 
opus." 
"You think the N ews is a bad influ-
enC€?" We were about ready to pass 
out, but Colseybur had just lighted an-
other cigar. 
"Undoubtedly! Undoubtedly a bad 
influence! They should have girls as 
editors. Girls are much nicer than 
boys." 
"But what have you against the 
News?" 
. "The business manager can't spell." 
"Just one more question, Professor 
Colseybur. We really must be going." 
"Yes?" 
"Were you ever in love ?" 
"Only to my diary have I reveale d 
the great tragedy of my life. I couldn't 
marry her. She was in the second 
quartile." 
- --EISTc---
ART CLUB MEETS 
The college Art club will meet Fri-
day, April 23, at 7 :30. The program 
committee promises an interestin g eve-
ning. 
CLASSES MEET AT ALL HOURS 
AT THE •.•• 
Little Campus Cafe 
SANDWICHES, DRINKS, SMOKES 
"Meet with Your Friends Here" 
CLYDE MILLS 
PROPRIETOR 
Miss B ernice Roberts '40 has been 
confined to her home at 1605 Seventh 
street for the past week with influenza. 
She became ill on Sunday, April 11. 
SEEING 
IS BELIEVING 
inspect 
CERTAIN -TEED 
RIJ D Fl N li 
and · 
SHINGLES 
CHARLESTON 
LUMBER CO. 
Phone 14 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Mists Hendrix 
Tells of Hobby 
Concludes Story of Her Exper-
iences as Equestrienne 
Tuesday, April 20, 1937 
GEOGRAPHY CLUB WILL F. G F S h 
HOLD PICNIC WEDNESDAY IVe 0 rom C oo} 
Members of the Geography club will 
hold a picnic at the picnic grounds 
Wednesday evening at 5 :3(). All ex-
pecting to attend should consult the 
geography bulletin board and sign the 
notice by Wednesday noon. 
To State PTA Meet 
Mrs. R. G. Buzzard and four repre-
sentatives of the Training School at-
tended the State conference of Parent-
Teachers Association at Normal 
Bloomington, Thursday, April 15. ' 
When asked how and when she be-
came interested in equitation Miss Representatives were Mrs. John 
Hendrix answered: "It was .by a series in the women's division of five-gaited White, Mrs. Joseph Gaiser, Mrs. Don-
horses ~t the International Show at ald Rothschild, and Mrs. Walter Cook. of lucky accidents. Four years ago I 
began to ride seriously. · Mr. LOTd, the Chicago. There were eleven horses 
late president of this college, w,as one entered; I didn't win anything but I 
---E18Tc----
of the finest horsemen in this country. had a taste of show riding. 
DR. PHIPPS PUBLISHES 
ARTICLES IN JOURNAL 
I was interested in his talk of horses, "The next summer I rOde and train-
and I took !Wvantage of -the riding les- ed a mare of Mr. Talbott's and showed 
sons which were g·iven in Charleston her' in local contests. I 1also trained Dr. H. E. Phipps, head of the phys-
one fall. The instructor .thought I had a four year old belonging to Miss Dunn. ical science division of the science de-
a knack for riding and I had enjoyed She had hired professional trainers j partment, has written two articles 
myself so muoh tha;t the next spring who did not satisfactorily do the job. which appear in the March issue of 
I bought a mare from Mr. Alvin Tal- A year ago this week I sold the mare the Journal of Chemical Education. 
bott, who lives near here. I studied and bought a bay gelding which Mr. They are, "An Inexpensive Lamp for 
photographs of the great riders, and Talbott had brought from Springfield." Analytical Balance," and "An Objec-
read all ,that I could find SJbout horse- When asked where she kep.t her tive-Type Test for Organic Chem-
manship in general. Maretto de Sou-
z,a's Principles of Equitation was espe-
cially helpful. 
"My mare didn't have any of her 
gaits on signal. I worked on a north 
and south road with her, Wtatching the 
shadow till it looked all right. I aver-
aged 6 days a week. I got her to walk, 
trot, and canter on signal, taking her 
out before breakfast and making her 
walk home! Here a chuckle interrupted 
the continuity of the story. 
"The next summer I werut to the 
Univ•ersity of Illinois on leave of ab-
senC€. I wanted to take my mare with 
me and sought a good stable to keep 
her in. Mr. Bailey, president of the 
Champaign National Bank had some 
five-gaited horses .and a good stable. 
When his tr.ainer found I knew about 
five-gaited horses, he let me ride one 
of tJhose one morning while he called 
out .the directions. He was pleased 
with my handling of the horse and let 
me ride and help finish a b1ack geld-
ing af his. In 1934, I rode that horse 
TWO NEW GENERAL CABS 
YELLOW CAB CO. 
Day and Night Service 
TELEPHONE 220 
N. E. COR. SQUARE 
The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow 
STUDENTS! 
Come see us m our new location. 
We can now give you even better 
products and better service. 
PEOPLES DRUG 
STORE 
NORTHEAST CORNER SQUARE 
horse, she replied, "Oh, I keep him 
out at the fair grounds saddle barn. 
'Dhere is a nice track out there, and 
one indoors, ·too. There are good shOIWs 
istry." 
---lti&Tc----
Patronize your News advertisers. 
held -there in the summer time. I I For Up-to-Date 
suppose that I got some of my enthus-
1 
SHOE REPAIRING 
iasm from them." 
She ended the interview with a grac- try 
ious invitat ion to "Come out sometime 
if you would like to see us ride, and 
have a chance at it yourself." 
Farm and H.ome 
Market 
SATURDAY-9:30 till 1:00 
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, sal-
ads, chicken and noodles. fruit cake, 
pies, cookies, bread and rolls. 
7th St.-% Block South of Squa.re 
·Men! 
• 
Welton's Shoe Shop 
Between 5th & 6th on Route 16 
Courteous Service, 
Quality Products 
at 
SHELL SERVICE STATION 
C. W. Boyer, Mgr. 6th & Madison 
Whether crepe sole or venti-
lated, narrow toe-sport com-
bination of colors - we have 
the White Shoes you want ... 
INVAA.T'S . 
. BDOWNbiltSHOE STORE 
RALOU' CHARLESTON BOV SCOUT 
HO 'i lfAV ILL. SHOt c.., 
· .. - ~ . . ~~~ . ' 
ALL AROUND 
COMFORT 
Wilson Super Shorts 
Faultless Nobelt Waist-Panel Super-
seat - The most comfortable Under-
wear you ever wore. 
PRICES 
Tailored to a Young 
Man's Taste 
SUSSEX STRIPES 
as advertised in Esquire 
Colors are softer, more subtle. They 
blend more sn1aothly with ties and 
clothes. With Wilson V -shaped waist 
and OBAN Seamless collar. 
PRICES 
25c- 35c- SOc $1.50- $1.95 
LINDER CLOTHING COMPANY 
ON THE CORNER 
The NEW FORD V-8 for 1937- The Quality Car in the Low-Price Field 
-Charleston, m. 'McARTHUR MOTOR SALES PHONE 666 

Informality rules.-,..even 1n his pipe selection. Acme 
. ' 
THE recent vulgar vituperation in the Na~i German press against 
Fiorello Henry LaGuardia, New York's mayor, is not the first 
strafing he has received from Teutons. "The Little Flower" rose to the 
rank of major in the U. S. air service during the war, winning · two 
decorations for his work with bombing squadrons on the Italian front. 
He was dropping bombs on Austrians and Hungariam: in whose country 
he had served as a young consular agent for six years before the war. 
While studying law at New York Univt-~·sity, Mayor LaGuardia 
was an interpreter on Ellis Island, daily interviewing the types that 
were his neighbors in his native New York and were later to elect him · 
mayor. He received his law degree in 1910. As a member of Congress 
for 14 years, he attracted national attention. His shrill voice, squat 
body and flashing eyes went into bantam-cock motion when he felt 
legislation was unintelligent and designed for the privileged. His · fear-
lessness, eloquence and ready wit kept him on front pages. 
After Jimmy Walker and ineffectual John P .. O'Brien, M ayor La-
Guardia has given New Ym~k City a shrilly articulate but assiduous, 
conscientious administration. He runs for re-election next fall against 
Tammany. Since a World's Fair will be held in New York in 1939, 
Tammany will fight "The Little Flower" hard to secure this plum. 
·S POTLIGH · 
Artistic machinery 
T t An unusual ar-es tistic photo of a 
group of College of the 
City of New York stu-
dents at work on a me-
chanical engineering labor-
atory testing machine. 
CoLLEGIATE DIGEST Photo by Olshansky 
Screen Test S~san Falliga~1t, Atla~ta debutante and Univer-
Sity of Georg1a co-ed, !s sho~n facing the camera 
during her screen test for the role of &arlett 0 Hara m the picturiz.ation of 
the famed Gone with the Wind. lntcrnatlon.ll 
Ma~e ... up for men 
Fad William M aggi pinto 
Columbia University 
the founder of the 
Make-up Society, which 
vocates the use of lipstick 
perfume by its members. Acme 
Alluring 
High honor titles of " 
alluring co-ed, and "most 
cinating man, at the 
of Kansas have been .._.,c,,.r"'"-
on Pi Beta Phi's Jody 
and Delta Chi's Anthony 
frio. 
CoLLEGIATE DIGEST P_hoto by D'Ambra 
All HONOR 
X MARKS THE SPOT where on~e there was a 
thick juicy steak smothered in mushrooms-
Lou's favorite dish. Gehrig is a big man-6 ft. 
1 in. tall-weighs 210 pounds. And he has a 
big man's appetite. Lou eats what he wants 
and isn't bashful about coming back for "sec-
onds." So for smoking Camels at mealtime and 
afterward, you have Lou's own words: "I've 
found that smoking Camels and eating go 
together naturally." Choose Camels for your 
cigarette and see how they help to ease tension, 
paving the way to good digestion. Smoking 
Camels at mealtime and afterward speeds up 
the flow of digestive fluids. Alkalinity also is 
increased. Thus Camels give you a delightful 
sense of well-being ... they set you right! 
Smokers find that they can enjoy Camels 
steadily- between meals as weJJ as at meals 
- and that Camels never get on their nerves. 
F · Greensboro Col· trewomenlege students 
have organized their own .fire squad to 
protect their campus buildings in case 
of fire. They are shown here posing 
after a recent drill. 
Raters Personality . trai~ of all 
Alfred Umverstty stu, 
dents are being rated by this faculty 
committee on the basis of honesty, 
judgment, initiative, industriousness, 
cooperativeness and appearance. 
CoLUGJ.ATZ DJGDT Photo bv Canolaio 
TO A GREAT ATH/£TF 
JARRUPINC 
OF THE VVORLD'S CHAMPION NEW YORK YANKEES 
LOU GEHRIG HOLDS MORE RECORDS than any other player in 
the game today. Here are a few for any four-game W odd Series: 
mostruns batted in (9); most home-runs ( 4); most bases on balls ( 6). 
He has knocked 4 home-runs in one game-scored 100 or more 
runs and batted in 100 or more r~ for 11 consecutive seasons. 
HOME-RUN KING! Ge~ig (a regular Camel smoker) has an 
average of 38 home-runs per season. In 19,34, and again in 1936, 
Gehrig topped the American League for home-runs. Gehrig's. 
follow-through is shown above. It takes healthy nerves to con-
nect, an~ as Lou says: "Camels don't get on my nerves." 
BASEBALL'S .,IRON-MAN"! When Lou steps on the field, for his first game 
of the 1937 season-he'll be playing his 1,809th consecutive game. Injuries 
never stopped Gehrig. Once be chipped a bone in his (oot-yet knocked out 
a homer, two doubles, and a single next day. Another time, he was knocked 
out by a "bean ball," yet next day walloped 3 triples in S innings. Gehrig's 
record is proof of his splendid physical condition. As Lou says: "Ive been 
careful about my physical condition. Smoke? I mjoy it. My cigarette is CameL" 
HERE'S LOU'S FAVORITE BAT and his favorite 
first baseman's mitt. His bat is especially made. 
He wears . out two mitts a season. Last year, with 
1,3 77 put· outs, his brilliant play at first base wa.s· 
only 6/1000ths short of PERFECT. 
FOR A SENSE OF DEEP-· 
DOWN CONTENTMENT-
JUST 61VE ME CAMELS. 
AFTER A GOOD MAN-
SIZED MEAL, THAT UTJ'L£ 
PHRASE 'cAMEI.S SET VOU 
\ AI6HT' COVERS THE 
) WAV I FEEL. CAMELS 
SET ME RIGHT, WHETHER 
I'M EAnNG, WORKING-
OR JUST ENJCMN6 LIFE 
.,ANOTHER BIG REASON why I prefer Camels,"-con-
tinues Lou, (aho11e)- "is that I get a 'lift' with a Camel!" 
Enjoy Camels freely-they're friendly to the throat. 
I YERY TUESDAY NISHTf 
lack Oakie~ . Colfetc• 
A gala show with Jack Oakie 
running a "college" in his own 
way! Catchy music! HoJJywood 
comedians and singing stars! 
Join Jack Oakie's College. 
Tuesdays- 8:30 pm E. S. T. 
(9:30 pm E. D. S. T.), 7:30pm 
C. S. T., 6:30pm M.S. T., S:30 
pm P. S. T. overWABC-CBS. 
COSTLIER 
TOBACCOS 
Camels are made fro• 
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE 
TOBACCOS ••• Turkish 
anti Domestic • • • than 
any other popular b1rand. 
p t Pi Kappa Alpha fra· 
ar y ternity members took 
over the Silver Shadow, dry Uni-
versity of Iowa night club, when 
they got together to celebrate the 
initiation of new members. 
Thrower 
heeler, stellar' 
Harry W College hatn 
Manhattan is shown 
mer thrower, nt workQUt 
during a rece nd weight. 
with the ~';'\)0\l p~tute$, J.Q.C• 
F Genevieve Wines, orger who plans to forge 
ahead in life as a mechanical en• 
gineer, is shown learning the 
practical side of her business in 
the shops of the University of 
Nevada. International 
Sit Down 
He dropped to the fioo· 
This is not a striking boxer---it's a st 
a technical knockout over Bob Jones 
bout. 
Superlative winner 
Mary Galloway was 
ele~ted prettiest Furman 
University c~ed at a re~ 
cent election. 
Cotti!OIATII DIGEST 
Photo by Mills Steele 
Rose ·Festival 
. . . queen of Portland, 
Oregon, was Janet Sooy~ 
smith, a Reed College 
freshman. · 
Fi:rst--year beauty queen 
. at Syracuse University was Margaret 
Caldwell, elected by student vote. 
~ueen of the Mardi Gras Ball 
. At Washburn College was Jean Camp-
bell) senior class member of Kappa Alpha 
Theta. The ball is sponsored by the J · 
League of Topeka, Kan. 
at DePauw University 
was Queen Betty Gillies, a 
member of Kappa Kappa Gam~ 
rna. 
~ Female star 
. . . of the current Brown~ 
brokers musical revue at 
Brown University is Lois 
Gladding, Pembroke Col~ 
lege freshman. Vogue · 
Most beautiful co--ed 
. at Ripon College is Jean Thiele. 
HUgliest Man on the Campus'' 
. . was the title given to Joe Fred~ 
erick, Texas Christian University. 
! Danny Farrar of Duke is shown winning 
in the second round of their 14)-pound 
Pictures. Inc, 
'This is the first meeting of National Intercollegiate Hitch Hi~ers Association 
Thumbers To make the high~ays sa~e for hitch hikers is the p~rpose of the ~:>rganization just formed by students 
of Long Beach (Caltf.) Jumor College. Each member 1s tssued an oflictal card which he or she is expected 
to hold up in plain sight of motorists while thumbing for a ride. Wide Worlcl 
C · Jane Erdlit~ left lfCUS her studies at Osh-
kosh (Wis.) State Teachers Col-
lege late last mont!} to join the 
"world's largest" for its annual 
tour. Acru. 
t 50 bold a.re no b 
-time t>ira.tes e contest at t ~-
rrhese l:'a.rtY f the costu~ r nderbilt \Jn 
-.1 ° erso by va 0 were W 1nn \\ g)ven fraternltY nd Best Pirate ~a of Sigma N~eu\ah LaneY a 
0 member .1 ° ShaW, 
"ers1tY \kes LanulS fou ' John Strayhorn. 
Eugene 
{ 
Bottoms Up~ 
Leg work of a new 
aerial variety was pre· 
scribed for University 
of Southern California 
spring grid candtdates 
when they turned out 
for the pre , vacation 
training penod. Coach 
Howard Jones {right) 
believes he has many 
star prospects m this 
bunch of football neo-
phytes. 
Wide World 
W. T. Osborne, 
Acadia 0 
(Canada), has originated a 
system of basketball refereeing 
calls for the referee watching the 
game from a balcony and stopping 
plays and giving instructions 
0 floor assistants through a public 
address system. 
'This room is most popular during examination wee~ 
Library This evening study-time photo of the new University of Arkansas libra~y's 
main reading room is unusual because it gives the effect of spaciousness that 1m· 
mediately impresses those who enter the beautiful hall. CoLLEGIATE DIGEST Photo by Bennett 
Ma~e,up comes first 
. . . when male stars 
learn feminine imper, 
sonation. This is a 
typical scene in the 
Princeton Triangle 
aub 's dressing rooms. 
International 
44Arabesque.., 
. was the title of the 
first Oberlin College 
Mummers Club show. 
Stars were Roe Schwinn 
and Frank Numbers. 
and study 
hP'\1 srnofte · · · o Between acts t . '"'J f M ichigan Union pera 
h Universtty 0 
Stars of t ~ dress rehearsal. 
backstage dun~g a 
With the heyrday of the college men's mq_sical 
comedies terminated with the dark days of '29, 
these all-men dramatic groups are just beginning 
to regain the ground lost during the past four 
years. The University of Wisconsin's Hares-
foot Club has been forced to abandon its 
slogan, .. All our girls are men, yet everyone's 
a lady," for co-eds have been added to the cast. 
The same holds true for the Columbia Uni, 
versity Varsity Show. Newest addition to 
the ranks of the all-male grQups is the Oberlin 
College Mummers Club. · 
Leadi~g '• 4ladies, are always photographed smol{ing cigars 
Will~am J. Delaney, as Mrs. M cWow, gives a helping hand to J. · 
Hunter Brum, as Barclay Witherspoon, as they prepare forth~ opening 
curtain of the U. S. Military Academy cadets' presentation, Drags at 
Ease. · · Pictures. Inc. 
MY GOSH; JUDGE-
DO~MEAN 
DISK PIPES ARE OF 2 1YPES- ONE WITJ.4 
HANDLES ANO ONE WtlHOUT. "TI-llS IS "THE 
AANDL.E \IARIETY. ITS MADE OF MARBLE 
AND 8EAVTIFULLY POUSI-tEO.l'HE 
MANNER OF SMOKING IHE DISK PIPE 
TO SAY 1'HtS 
IS .AN AMERICAN 
tNDIAN PIPE ~ 
IS SIILL AN OPEN QUESTION, BUT IT's 
ASSUMED BY MANY AU~IIIE'S 
~~-~1l-IAT ~E DEPRESSION IN THE 
DISK IS ~e: BOWL OF 
I ALWAYS 
"THOUGHT 
INDIAN PIPES 
\WEREAUkE-
SOME'lHJNG 
UKE THEIR 
LONG-STEMMED 
CAI...UMET 
PRINCE ALBERT 
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
THANKS 10 THE 'CAJMP 
COT,' PRINCE AlBERT 
PACKS RIGHT, BURNS 
SLOW AND COOL. THE 
'N0-'81TE' "PROCESS 
REMOVES HARSH-
NESS. BElTER GET 
ACQUAINTED 
WITH PRINCE 
ALBERTI 
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince 
Albert. If you don't find it the mel-
lowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever 
smoked, return the pocket tin with 
the rest of the tobacco in it to us at 
any time -within • -month from this 
date, and we will refund full pur-
chaae price, plus postage. (Si,neJ) 
R. J . Reynolds Tobacco Company, 
Wi~aton - Salem, No r th Caro lina. 
~E PIPE 
YES-WHEN 
ONECNOOF 
A PIPE HAS 
PRtNCEALBERT 
N n_; ll-4E Oll-ER 
END IS BOUND 
\0 GIVE 'IOU 
PRINCELY 
SMOKING 
Pie Faces 
When "dink ca " b fighting between ~:st ecdme a questiOn of 
Los Angeles Junior C~tl second semester 
fight it out with . bege students they 
h 
p1es--- ut th ' 
not t row them Ab . ey eat them 
contenders in this y ov,e lS one of the strong 
left is the campus ears contest, and at the 
of the remains mascot getting his share 
• CoLLEGIATE DIGI!ST Photo b K Y onnertb 
Shower "Wonder what th h for sup ?" ey ave 2oo·p~:mnd guard on th~er. . ask~ Joe Jeter, 
homa s spring grid s Umverstty of Okla-
the Sooner shower ah:d, ahs hde splashes in 
a ar workout. 
Scientific exploration of the cause, effect 
and control of the floods that have ravaged 
the Mississippi River and its territories this . 
year, is now being made by Carnegie In-
stitute of Technology hydraulic engineers. 
with models of river beds ana dam and 
c;:anal projects they are able to give expert 
advice on the various ·phases of river control 
work. Carnegie scientists . are doing this 
work under the direction of Prof. H. A . 
Thomas with a grant made to them from the 
Civil Works Administration. CoLLEGIATE DtGE~T presents here iropo_rtant photos of the 
various phases of the model wor:.k in the 
Carnegie hydraulic~ \abo atories. 
Photos by Lawrence H. Millu 
W a.ter· jlow ts being studied by this engineer. 
Model dt1 ms are constructed of trans parent material. 
River MvigatiOfl facilities are also studied. 
